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Enrollment boom Turkey here, turkey there
may lead to classsize overcrowding
o

South Loop development may hamstring
property purchases
By Randy J. Klodz
Staff Writer
Like cro wded suburban high
schoo ls, Col umbia- with its
gradu al increase in student
admi ssions over the last several
years-may soon have to deal
with the nega ti ve as pect s o f
being a popular institution .
According to th e O ffi ce of
Institutional Research, the total
enro llment for fall 200 2 was
9 ,80 3, a 4 perce nt increase fro m
2001 's total. The average enro ll ment increase o f 4 perce nt has
been consistent over the past severa l years, and there are many
reasons attributed to the consiste nt and potentiall y boomin g
popu larity of Columbi a's programs.
Murphy Monroe, director of
admiss ions for Columbia, attributes the s tudent population
growth to increased out -of-state
recrui tment effort s, th e eme rgence of success ful alumni and
the fact that "Columbia is the
main game in town for film," for
example .
Though Columbia 's increase in
admissions has remained steady
at 4 percent each year, school
officials are not concerned about
a s udden surge in admissions,
though tentative plans are being
made to accommodate an expected admi ssions boom in a few
years.

Columbi a 's Exec uti ve Vi ce
Presid ent Berl G all said that
there's nothing unu sua l about
Columbia ' s growth , and the pattern has been steady for the last
30 years. but th at a proble m
could ari se in fi ve years. Simi lar
to the case of c rowded high
schools. Columbia is faced with
a cho ice betwee n creating more
space by either add ing on to current bu il dings. or making pl ans
geared toward relocation.
"At least over the nex t couple
o f years, we actually have space
we aren' t prese ntl y occupy ing,
so we will be able to build o ut
that space over the nex t two or
three years to respond to shortterm space need s," Gall said .
Gall al so sa id th at there is currently between 80.000 to 100,000
square feet that have not yet been
built into cl assroom space, but
"once that occurs, we wi ll have
indeed maxed ourse lves out in
terms of growth potential, and
we are mov ing forward with the
explorations that arc appropriate
to try to position it so that we can
move along for the next several
years."
With the rebuilding of the
South Loop, purchasing an unoccupied buildin g and making
class rooms out of it, might not be
as smooth a process as it once
was.
"There' s less availab le than
there was 10 years ago, but it 's
not yet saturated," Gall said. " In
fact there 's at least eight properties at the moment that I'm currently exploring."

See CIa-, page 3

Trustee endows cartooning prize
o

Contest now permanent fixture to college

By Georgia Evdoxladls
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Columbi a board of trustee member Sam Pfe ffer endowed the college with annual fund s to continue
a political cartooning contest that
began last year.
The Paula Pfeffe r and Cheryl
Johnson-Odim Prize in Political
Cartooning will award two $300.
two $ZOO and two $ 100 gifts. The
categories arc in single-panel cartooning and mUlti-panel cartooning.
pfeffer donated an initial $ 18,000
for the contest, and mo netary
prizes were increased from last
year. The endowment is also
expected to increase in size,
enabling the school to up the
amo unt of the awards in future
years.
Johnson-Odim , dean of the
School o f Libera l Arts and
Sciences. said she and other facul ty members met with pfeffer this

fall after he ex pressed an interest
in contributing to the cartooning
prize. She drew up a proposal, and
pfeffer accepted.
"It 's wonderful that board members would take an interest in student work: ' Johnson-Odim said .
"Columbia certainly has bee n
fortunate to have someone like
Sam [Pfeffe r] prov iding stewardship and support over lhese many
years." wrote M ic hael De Salle,
Co lumbi a 's vice president of
fin ance, in an e- maiL
Colu mbia professor Dr. Teresa
Prados-To rreira, of the Liberal
Education Departme nt , deve loped
the contest as an extension of her
American Hi story class. She uses
political cartoons to fac ilitate
learning. and said she was pleased
with the participation last spring.
Prados-Torreira said she has
found that cartoons can be a
unique way to get students' attention on boring or difficult subjects.
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International students dine on Thanksgiving fare provided by the Ollice of
Alla!rs. From left to right: Vittorio locasio of Italy, an assistant in the international student lounge;
Anno Holm of Denmark, preSident of the Internattonal Student Organization and Katie Boehm of the
United States, a work aide in the GlBT ollice.

Lerman keeps coming out on top
o

Science institute founder
receives accolades, grants
By Angela Caputo
Assistant Editor
Dr. Zafra Lerman , founder of Columbia's
Institute for Science Education . has been honored with two natio nal awards and one local
award for her dedication to sc ience. human
rights and her innovative teaching methods.
Since Lerman began teaching at Columbia in
1977. the num ber o f students enrolled in science
classes has jumped fro m 25 to 800 per semester,
accord ing to department estimates. She attributes her success to her ability to make science
come to life.
Skylar Wesby, a film majo r, said he incorporates what he learns in the scie nce institute into
filmm aking. Recentl y, he produced a fi lm on
ionic bonds and has an upcoming biology film in
the works. Wesby. 2 1. also made a film about a
trip to Kenya with nine other students and
Lerman last summer, an excursion sponsored by
money raised through the institute.
Students also tie fin e arts, theater, design and
music into their science institute educatio ns.
Todd Ripplinger, 24, a Columbia graduate and
current assistant direc tor o f the Sci ence
Vi.sualization Lab, employed his knowledge of
science and math to create an award-winning tele vi s i ~n . animation project without ever taking a
TeleVISion Department class, he said.

Work like Wesby and Ripplinger 's is fostered
through the resources available in the science
institute's three pri vately funded state-of-the-art
labs. The analytical lab is likened to an FBI or
police crime lab. Additionally, there is a science
visua lization and communication lab-which is
techno logy-based-and a cancer research lab.
which is a collaborati ve proj ect with
Northwestern Medical Center.
" [The ) scie nce in stitute is recognized nationally and internationall y as a center for science
info rmation and communicatio n," Lerman said.
Princeton Uni versity adopted the in stitute's
teac hing princ iples a decade ago and the
Uni versity of Nairobi is in the process o f repli cating the institute's principles, sa id Lerman.
The institute also offers instruction to Chicago
Public Sc hool teachers and students.
She prides herself on bu ild ing partnerships
across the globe that arc duplicating her learning- through-ex perience model of teac hing sc ience, she said .
Lerman said she has rece ived an unprecedent ed number of scientifi c awards for a teacher at
an art school. Amo ng the 15 scient ific awards
with wh ich she has bee n bes towed is the
Pres idential Award for Excellence in Sc ience,
Mathematics and Engineering MenlOring in

1999.
Most recently, she received the James FJ ack
Norris Award for Outstanding Achievement in
the Teaching of Chemistry, from the American

See u.-, page 2

PUS NEWS
Around Campus--------

Sri
Reading of film faculty
member's screenplay
A Concert reading of "Hope's Dash: a new feature length screenp'lay by Columbia faculty member Ronald ·Falzone will take place on Friday. Dec.
6. beginning at 6 p.m .• in the college's Film and
Video Department. in the 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
building. Room 302.
A short Q and A session with Falzone and the
director. Chap Freeman. also a faculty member in
Columbia's Film and Video Department. will follow
Ihe reading .
"Hope's Dash" is a romantic comedy about 19year-old Bobby. a minor-league hopeful with a fear
of committing to anything. His girlfriend Hope is a
control freak who wants to get married. Their best
friends . Math and Trina. are in love with Hope and
Bobby. respectively.
On Aug. 26. 1965 lyndon Johnson summarily
nullifies as of midnight the marriage deferment for
service in the military. Fearing a commitment to
the war even more than a commitment to Hope.
Bobby suddenly proposes. but does not tell her of
the real reason. Bringing Trina and Bobby along
as witnesses. the four set off on high-speed road
trip to las Vegas. the only city where marriages
can happen without a three-day waiting period.
The event is free and open to the public. For
more infomnation. call (312) 344-6708.

Columbia Itudents film a loane for tile 'Out on a limb' Television Departmenllhow In the IUey behind tile 600 S.
IMlchlgan Ave. building. From Left 10 RighI: Cameraman Tom WoW Ind acto," Todd WlII_lnd Jonl Whipple.

Krack the mic or get off the stage

Workshop focuses on
student money concerns
All Columbia students are invited to the wor!<shop and panel discussion entitled "Money
Matters: Scholarships. Financial Aid and
Internships" a college students' guide on money
matters from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. on Monday. Nov. 25
at the Ferguson Theater on the first noor of the
600 S. Michigan Ave. building . Professionals from
the Columbia staff and local businesses will inform
students about options in funding educalion .
including potential employers. (This is a CAT.
event-bring the card.) Co-sponsored by RAW
Multimedia and the African-American Cultural
Affairs Office. For more info. contact Keanya at
(312) 344-7569 or goaltorch1@aol.com.

Radio industry job fair to be
held at Congress building
Infinity Radio will be holding a job fair at C33. on
the first noor of the 33 E. Congress Parkway building from noon to 4 p.m. on Wednesday. Dec. 11 .
Job applications and resumes will be accepted.
Come and talk with representatives of Infinity stations like US99. B96 and The Mix. Students wishing to attend should consider meeting with their
career adviser before attending the job fair. For
more information . contact Doug Bonner. career
adviser. at dbonner@colum.edu or (312) 3447344.

Tie one on for Ed Morris
Columbia cordially invites the college community to attend a tie sale featuring the ties. bow ties.

and suspenders of Ed Morris in support of the
Edward l. and Marsha E. Morris Scholarship
Fund.
Ed was the former chair of the college's
Television Department. He died last April at the
age of 80.
Wine and hors d'oeuvres will be served in Studio
A on the 15th noor of the 600 S. Michigan Ave.
building. The tie sale will take place in Studio C
(The Morris Studio) in that building.
The sale will be on Friday. Dec. 6. from 5:30 p.m.
to 8 p.m.
For further information. call (312) 663-1124.

If you have an upcoming evenl or

announcement, please call the Chronicle's

news desk al (312) 344-7255.

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT
WWW.COLUMBIACHRONICLE.COM
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Open-mic show
leads to freestyle battle
By Fernando Dlaz
Staff Writer
Last Thuooay. Nov. 21. the Hokin

~nnex was transformed into a
makeshift Apollo theater. Columbia's
I

fUSION student organization hosted
J(rack the Mic at Apollo Night,
w hich showcased dozens of aspiring
rappers, poets, singers and othe r
artists.
j The show was dominated by hiphop, with rap perfonnances by trios,
tluos and emcees. The rules, whic h
were posted on th e walls, were
loosely followed. The few artists who
were booed were ousted before their
first minute, breaking rule t:"lo. 3.
" We had a full house tom ght. A lot
of good talent," sa id Laila Alchaar.
21. co-president of FUSION.
The crowd was casual, with some
students stopping by between their
classes. There were several miscues
from the soundboard, which kept the
first student, Jariah, from perfonning.
Others played it off, almost pleading
with the operator to cue the right
track.
The acts included Feminem, who
twisted Eminem's "Cleanin' Out My
Closet" into a derisive rant that
flowed like the o rigi nal track. She
introduced herself by dedicating the
perfonnance to him, but then came

out with something unexpected. Her until II p.m.• FUSION was pleased
lyrics trivialized Eminem 's verses with the turnout.
about his tormented childhood and
"For our first event, it went well,"
his issues with being rich .
said Gabrielle Watkins. broadcast
Another group, K-iIla, a trio from journalism major and FUSION c0Prairie State who were booed off the president.
stage twice, set in play the events that
FUSION. an acronym for for
cut the night short. Although there UnifYing Students In Our Network, is
were many acts, most of them receiv- a multicultural organization that
ing encouraging responses from the seeks to accomplish what its name
aud ience, one of the members of K- stands for within a cultural context.
ilia was disappointed with the The event took two months to plan.
crowd's reaction to their perfonnThe members meet on Tuesdays in
ance. After taunting someone to chal- Room 317 at 5 p.m. in the 623 S.
lenge hi s rap ski lls, a group of Wabash Ave. building.
Co lumbia students stepped up.
In December. they plan to throw a
By 9: 15 p.m. the audience had party for the residents of the Uhlich
thinned, but the ensui ng rap battle Children's Home. bringing some gifts
took with it many of those just out- and scheduled perfonnances.
side the doors of the 623 S. Wabash
Ave. building.
A horde of rappers and onlookers
huddled around members of K-illa.
and a Columbia rap crew, Windchill,
as Mario Brown, a music business
management major, and Michael
Thompson, a Prairie State freshman,
faced off for the first of a series of
ve rbal ski nnishes. The two freestyled and insulted until a victory for
the Columbia crew was declared.
Emulating the spirit of the event
that was wrapping uP. Edgar Cruz,
19. proposed they do a "cipher."
where instead of two rappers battling
each other, more join in a circle
where each contributes to a running
rap.
While the event was slated to last

Lerman
Continued from Front Page
Chemical Society, which was presented to Lennan Nov.
7 in Newton, Mass .
The American Chemical Society is dubbed the largest
and most influential chemical society in the world .
Lennan is a member of two ACS committees: the
International Activities Subcommittee on Scientific
Freedom and Human Rights and the Society Committee
on Education. Lennan chaired the ACS committee on
Scientific Freedom and Human Rights for t 7 years,
where she helped free pri soners who were scientists in
Russia and China.
On Oct. 24. Lerman was among 100 professional
women inducted into the Today's Chicago Woman Hall
of Fame. She was honored for her commitment to
human rights and initiatives to make science education
accessible. Lennan flew in from Israel to accept the
award among Chicago .uperstar. Including Oprah
Winfrey.
The 2002 Mercede. Mentor Award was granted to
Lerman on Oct. 19. In her absenco. IS Scienco Instltuto

students accepted the award on her behalf. Wesby and
Ripplinger were among them. They said they were
proud to show more people what is going on at the science inst itute.
Lerman is also slated to received the Charles Lathrop
Parsons Award for outstanding public service to chern·
istry in March of 2003 . The Parsons Award has only
been awarded to one other woman previously.
Lennan said the Parsons award is an exceptional vic·
tory.
"Before the award was only given to people in chemistry departments. teaching chemistry students. This is
the first time the award was given to an art school," she
said. "(The victory) is that chemists ....Iize it is import.nt to teach chemistry to people who .... n·t going to be
chemists."
Lerman said tho award recognition Is nauering but " I
don't bellovo in livlna • lifo Just for yourself." said
Lorman. "I s~nd a lot of hours helpin, studonts to succoed In lifo,' Lorman said tIIatls hor btlUl"st ... ward.
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Darkrooms not done yet
o Digital t he wave
of the t uture, but the
basics still in demand
By Ryan Bishop
Staff Wrtter
Columbia is known fo r its ste llar Photography Department, but
many schools are considering a
pennanent change to the digital
lab. It is something that shouldn't
be overlooked and one that could
chanse the future of photography
a ltogethec.
..

. T~e darkroom of the college is
si milar to that of the di gital lab.
Both labs consist of 6,000 square
feet. Students have the use of four
large darkrooms ana eight film
deve loping stations, along with
three develop ing film rooms and
a separate graduate darkroom.
The move. towards an increased
commitm ent to the digital camera
is evident in the facilities of the

digital lab. Over 100 Mac workstations fiJI the 11 th floor of the
600 S. Mich igan Ave. bui lding,
and are complemented by three
large form at ink-jet pri nte rs.
Twenty sca nning and archival
printing stations provide photography students with a high-quality finished product.
Keegan Lawless, a sopho mo re
and a teaching ass istant, said she
does not see a change coming.
"Digita l is great for commerc ial
reasons, and it saves money and
time, and just about anything is
possible. It is its own art fonn by
way of computer graphi cs. But
with digita l, yo u do not get the
hands-on experience of how the
process works, but you are app lying the same principles. Both digital and darkrooms are important
to have." Keegan said, a nd
stressed that you can' t truly learn
about color until see ing a negative.
For student development and
begi nners in photography, th e
choice is si mple.
"I love the trad itio nal darkroom .
Yo u get an appreciation for print,
and photography in general. Any
school getting r.id of the use of a
darkroom would be ·doing a g reat
d isservice to the department,"

said Butterfly Harris, a sophomore majoring in photography.
Classmate Tunisia Fortsona
agreed with Harris' assessment.
"The darkroom is the place for
a hands-on approach and it is
essential to a photo major,"
Fortsona said. "Students gai n a
better apprec iation through the
use of a darkroom."
Although the transformati on
from darkrooms to digital labs
wou ld free up space for other
classes, the school's budget could
suffer a big loss with the added
cost of purchas ing digital cameras.
Peter LeGrand is one of the photography faculty members reluctant about the switchover.
"Conventional photography and

chemistry based [photography J is
going to be around for the next 10
to 15 years in a significant way.
Digital photography is growing
by leaps and bounds, it coexists
with the chemically-based pho-

tography."
The big problem with dig ita l
cameras in our departm ent is that
you can 't teach with it. You shoot
the film and scan, which is as
good as you can get for digital, if
not better. It only takes about fiv e
minutes of instructi on," Grand
said.
Co ll eges Iike New York
Uni versity and Cooper Union for

the Advancement of Science and
An in New York are inching closer to the full use of digital equipment and craft. They, too, are
concerned about costs and the
transitions students would have to
make .
Nathan Royer, a senior photography major, said he sti ll sees
working in the darkroom as an
important step to take.
"The darkroom facilit ies are
needed to hone you r skill s, and
starting out in the traditiona l way
helps a lot. It makes you work a
little bit harder and apprec iate
PhotoShop a little mo re, and it
improves your technica l ski lls,"
he said.
As Bob Thall , cha ir of the
Photography Department, examined the facilities, he said the students are headed in the right
direction .
"The di g ital process is integrated in all parts, but I don't believe
it 's a good idea to start off with. I
don't think it is an ad vantage, and
we wou ld be makihg a big mistake to get rid of the darkroom
use.
We have more digital facilit ies
than any schoo l, and we dwarf
eve n the famo us schoo ls by
roughly 10 tim es. Our digital
classes are way beyond any photo
department in the nation ," Thall
said.

Christina Fuentes, a photography major, develops lilm in the photography lab on the 11th Iloor 01 the 600 S. Michigan Ave. building.

Cartooning
Continued from Front Page
. "Cartoons are funny, and not intimidating," she
said.
.
Last spring, part-time faculty member and cartoonist Davi~ Knoebber. used his cartooning classes at
Colum~la to recruit some of the part icipants.
ApprOXimately 100 Columbia students submitted
cartoons, and the winning entries were featured in the
Chronicle.
" It was very successful , and a wonderful coll aboration," said Prados-Torreira. Plans have gotten underway for display ing· this year's winning cartoons at a
Columbia festival. Johnso n-Odim suggested that
Mayfest 2003 was one option, although she said the
department hasn ' t made any final decisions.

The prize will be judged each spring by a panel of
cartoonists, journalists and college officials and any
Co lumbia student may subm it .work.
'
The judges for this year's cartoon contest will be:
Prados-T,?rre ira, Knoebber, Kevin Henry of the Art
and DeSign Department, Lillian Williams of the
J~urna l i s m Department, Andre w Causey of the
Liberal Education Department, Ryan Adai r of the
Columbi a Chronicle and a professional cartoonist not
yet detennined. _
Cartooni st John West judged the contest last year,
before he enrolled at Columbia, and plans to enter the
competit ion himself next semester.
"And I' m going to wi n," W!"!st said.

Classes
Continued from Front Page
Colu,:,bia's traditional process of purchasi ng
space relied on the turn ove r of office bui ldings,
and then convert ing the office space into classrooms. Buy ing property requires knowledge in
rea l-estate management.
"It's true that there is less choice, but it's not yet
true that there aren't any choices. There certainly
are some possibilities," Gall said.
Steven Kapelke, provost and vice president of
affairs for Columbia, wants to make it clear that
college officials will not sacrifice what makes
Columbia popular to many students.
"We remain committed to small class sizes and
one-on-one instruction. It's embedded in the traditions and history of the college and that 's not going
to change," Kapelke said. "We are not going to
become like a lot of universities with a lot of class

s izes that expand into as large as two or three hundred students. We aren't going to do that."
Kape lk'e said that, instead of increasi ng class
size, sections of classes can be added, o r smalle r
classes ca!1 r~mai n sma ll , by comb in ing classes.
The .combmatlons may not be simple, but Kapelke
admitted that Co lumbi a, like most schools over the
years, has had difficulties in scheduling classes.
. In order to combat this, and still keep the traditio ns of the sc hoo l, Kapel ke and his team have
been devising options.
"One of the things that we are trying to do is having maybe fo ur secti ons ofa class with 10 students
in it. I.f th.e department feels that the appropriate
c,lass s l ~e IS 20, maybe instead of having four sectIOns with 10, what we would rather do is have two
sections wi th 20," Kapelke said .

Geor gia Evdoxiadis
Co-Editor-in-Chief
You can't get something for nothing. You can, however.
get nothing for something and that is the ugly truth of waiting tables.
I am young .. I am a waitress. I. perhaps, am biased. But
what the pubhc doesn't know, or doesn't know it knows is
that serving- the occupation of choice for students working mothers and unskilled workers everywhere-is'sucking
us dry.
A waiter makes a minimum wage of $3 an hour, with thc
unde:-;tanding that someone (the customer) will make up
the difference. The only problem is that the customer can
then, quite legally, choose not to pay that person for his or
her service.
I ~o nder ho ~ Ameritech would respond if, when I
received my bill for the month, I decided that I really didn' r like the way they handled my local toll calls and chose
not to pay it?
Or what would the state of Ill inois do if. at the end of the
year, I decided that I disapproved of the MAP grant cuts
and decided to withhold my taxes in protest?
I, for one, do not think thi s would go over we ll.
.And it shouldn't. After all , when a good or service is proVided to someone, that person should be required to pay. I
have to pay taxes on every check, tip or no tip. I have to tip
other workers. like bartenders and busboys, .regardless or
my beef with the quality of thei r help or the size of my tip.
So why is it that those I serve do not have to pay me?
The answer is quite si mple: Because the people who can
change the system do not want to.
Restaurants love tipping because then they can pay
serv~r.s less. They can also keep the menu prices down,
makmg customers feel they are paying less for their meal.
Customers love tipping because they can control, in one
area of their lives, exactly how much they arc going to pay
fo r somethi ng. If they are feeling annoyed, they can tip
less; benevolent, tip more.
In ~~di ti on, most restaurants have a policy against confronting customers about tips. It 's a firin g offense in many
workplaces. So it's imposs ible to even know why a customer has decided to shortchange his server.
Add to all of this the IRS, the government behemoth that
chooses to pursue servers making $25,000 a year for
underreporting tips instead of looki ng into the billions of
dollars huge corporations are deducting. Just this year, the
IRS pursued a restaurant in Florida for $76,000 in bac k
taxes. That could be roughly the amount Enron deducted in
one week for skiing vacations for their CEO. Instead, the
government is spending time auditing wai ters making

$24,000 a year.
And, as time passes and a server ga ins experience, the
amount of people she has to tip increases, not only with the
qu~ lity and price of the food, but also with how busy the
sh ift was. On ~ Monday night in a diner, a waitress may
only have to tiP a busboy. But on Saturday night in a fancy
~oop restaurant, a waitress may have to tip three busboys,
the host, a food runner, a wine steward and kitchen staff.
And why is that? Well, the restaurant is using the tips the
server makes to pay their staff. The tip, in essence, is not
r~all y.t he server's money. ~eca use it is a foregone conclusion (m theory) that the walter will get a 15 percent tip,
. restaurants and bars take some of that money to pay over-

head.
'The worst part about all of this is that servers rarely
unionize. Because of high job turnover and the servers'
~nwillingness to give up the daily dose of cash, rew
Involve themselves in any kind or organization to protect
themselves.
So, what's the resu lt? Well, first of all , getting a raise is
almost un heard of. Even after working somewhere for
years, a server can't get any more money out of management. Sure, the bosses may throw some more lucrative
tables and customers to the better waiters, but that benefits
the house as much as the server.
And insurance? Forget about it. That's about as likely as
the waiter getting a company car. Despite the fact that
many single mothers and young people work as waiters,
companies are reluctant to otTer the kind of benefits that
the same person could get working at Starbucks.
It's ~rue, owning a restaurant can be less than lucrative,
especially when it is a family-owned joint without corporate sponsorship. But the real money-makers in restaurants
a~e t~e ~rvers. It 's like in baseball: What looks like good
pitching IS often good fie lding. It 's the same gig in restaurants. Servers make the meal. With a bad attitude and low
energy, a waiter can ruin the taste of the most carefully prepared filet mignon. And the reverse is also true.
Sounds grim, doesn' t it? Not so. Ifmore servers wou ld
get themselves into unions, some of these issues could be
addressed. There are millions of us out there, and don't we
deserve to get paid? As a fe llow waiter once said to me,
even hookers demand the money up front.
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A IDS A wareness
~ We e k Eve n t 5
t •
December 2:
December 3:

Opening Event in the Hokin Annex 12:00-2:00
Singing Contest, "Songs of Hope & Inspiration ";
5:30-7:30 p.m. in the Hokin Annex; $100 first prile
(Faculty & Staff may compete

December 4:
December 5:

for honorable recogniti on only)

Panel Discussion, "Living With Aids" in the Hokin Annex,
12-2:00 p.m.
Health Fair, 12-5:00 p.m. in the Hokin Annex
Many Chicago-area health organizations and several CCC departments
will exhibit; 8 - H/V will conduct free & anonymous H/V testing;
the City of Chicago will conduct free & anonymous testing for gonnorhea
and chlamydia.

December 6:

Freshman Performance Art in the Hokin Annex, 1-3:00 p.m.
co-sponsored by Fusion
c

OL~

I

A

Sponsored by : The Office of Gay and Lesbian Student Concerns a divi sion of Student Affair s
For further det a ils about these events please contact Victoria Shannon at vshannon@popmail.co /um ,edu
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Our 103rd
Year!

Third Generation- - Same Family Ownership
312-427-5580 - 24 Hour Fax: 312-427-1898
www.central -camera.com - email: sales@centra l-camera.com

We're Close, We're Convenient, We're Here to Help Youl We Open @ 8:30 AM, 6 Days a Week
New Equipment:

Digital. 35mm. APS &
Medium Fornat

Photography
BooI<s

Film & Processing,
Projection Bulbs

Gadget Bags &
Backpad<s

Digital Film
Scanners.
Printers,
And Digital
Camera
Accessories

Exposure Meters,
Electronic Flash
& Accessories

BinoOJlars

Mecium
Format
Accessories

Tripods &
Lighting Equipment

All This And Much, Much, More , , .
Make Central Camera Your One Stop Source For All Your Photographic Needs
::! : ~()
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Fiction Writing Department

R

Still looking
EIVED for aclass?
26 2002

•

UMBlA
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five just might turn out to be your lucky number...
Emergency contraception can prevent
pregnancy up to five days after sex.

$0, 'if you had had unprotected sex - the condom broke,
you missed a pill, or maybe you just plain forgotdon't wait for a period that may never come.
Get emergency contraception on line at www.EC4U.org,
or visit Planned Parenthood's Loop Area Health Center.

Planned Parenthood Chicago Area
Loop Area Health Center
18 S. Michigan Avenue - 6th Floor
312-592-6700
Come to us in confidence, with confidence.

rF.il Planned Parenthood'
~ chlcagu area

Think
Fiction
Writing!
Are you interested in writing?
Are you creative?
Do you have stories to tell?
See your department advisor or
visit the Fiction Writing Department
during Early Registration for Spring 2003
Tuesday, December 3through Thursday, December 12,2002
For information about Fiction Writing classes ca11312-344-7611.

Classes available in

Be one of the 17 to 24 year
and build democracy

.:. Short Stories
.:. Novels
.:. Creative Nonfiction
.:. Script Fonns
Story Workshop® and other
Fiction Writing Department
courses will improve reading, writing,
speaking, listening, visualizing, and
creative problem-solving skills
useful for every college major and the job market.
Fiction Writing Department
12th Floor, 624 S. Michigan Avenue
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ACLU voices concern over Bush's policy
o ACLU discusses post- 9/ 11
American security laws and
their civil rights implications
By Kevin Luther
The California Aggie (U.C. Davis)
(U·WIRE) DAVIS. Calif.- Since
Sept. 11, 2001, the American C ivil
Liberties
Union
believes
,that
Americans' rights have been altered
drastically, yet many citizens have
remained unaware of these changes and
their effects. In response, the ACLU
hosted a forum on the changes in security and rights as a result of the war o n terrorism.
"A lot of people don't know anythi ng
about how thi s will affect their civil
rights," Dick Livingston of the Yolo
County ACLU Execut ive Co mmittee
sa id.
Many students are aware that their
rights have changed, but question to
what extent.
"Pri vacy has changed a lot, but I
don't think that the changes are infringing on my rights," UC Davis first-year
student Juli e Pham sa id. "They aren't
affecting my everyday life. "
Tobias WollT, constitutional law professor at the University of California,
Davis School of Law, and Francisco
Lobaco, California legislative analyst
for the ACLU, both spoke to a crowd of
over 30 people.

Wolff spoke primarily about the Bush
administration's classification of unlawful combatants. According to Wolff,
un lawfu l combatants are soldiers of war
who commit human rights' ablJses. or
work stealthily in t ivilia n clothing,
among other things. He said that the
Bush administ ration has w idened the
definition of unlawful combatants to
include opposing soldiers who assist in
terrori sm.
President Bush 's precedent for such a
classification is a 1942 court case called
Ex Parte Quirin . In the case, the
Supreme Court ruled that two German
es pi onage agents, who turned themse lves in to the United States government co uld be class ified as unlawful
combatants and, once c lassified as
unlawful combatants, could be tried by
military tribunals, such as Bush has proposed.
Kevin Johnson, assoc iate dean at the
UCD School of Law, said that Attorney
General Jo hn Ashcroft has used the term
"enemy combatant" rather than "unlawfu l combatant," but has neve r fully
defined this term.
"At this point, a n e nemy combatant is
anyone the govern ment declares to be an
enemy combatant," John son said. He
noted that two U.S. c iti ze ns, includin g
Jose Padilla, have been detained as
enemy combatants and kept indefinitely
without charges or access to legal counsel.
Lobaco spoke on a wider array of
subjects. He stated that recently
enhanced home land secu rity- such as

Security bill on immigrant ri ghts. The
Immi gration and Naturalization Service,
which provides immigrant~ with green
. • "You want to encourage
cards and vari ous benefits, might
an agency aimed at enforcing
I()oking out for your coun- become
restrictions, rather than supplying benetry, but at the same time,
fits, to immigrants.
One major concern of audience memhow often are you going to
at the forum was the harmful potenhave a terrorist living next tbers
ia l of the Homeland Security bill.
door? People could end up Accord ing to Wolff, the bill would
merge 22 previously independent agenlooking for the wrong
cies, whi ch would potentially include
things,"
the Border Patrol, Coast Guard, Customs
and the INS . T hi s would not substantialincrease Bush's power, since he
U. California Davis student allyready
has admi nistrative power over
Mike Sintetos said.
these agencies, but it wo uld create a tendency for. these agencies to suppress
civil liberties, according to Wolff.
Johnson sai d that one of the largest
rovi ng wiretaps, increased surveillance, threats to the average c itizen is the new
mi litary tribu nals, and detention of hun- government right of surveillance under
dreds of civilians and imm igra nts - the USA PATRIOT Act. He pointed
wou ld do littl e to improve sa fety, whi le spec ifically to the potential for the govsubstantiall y infringing on cit izen rig~t s . . ernme nt to investigate what we look at
Minority and immigrant rights are on the Internet and view · our library
especially at risk, according to Lobaco; records.
the U.S. government has been targeting
"You want to encourage looking out
Middle Easte rn men in antiterrorism for your country, but at the same time,
efforts.
how often are you going to have a terLobaco sa id that it is essential that the rorist liv ing next door? People could end
U.S. government make it clear to the up looking for the wrong things," firstpublic that there is a difference between . year student Mike Sintetos said. But the
immigrants and terrorists, but that cur-. ACLU's apprehensions are not shared
rent policy does not promote thi s. dis- by other UCD students.
tinction ..
"I think if you' re not doing anything
Johnson expressed concern over the wrong, you don't have anything to worry
pote nti a! effect of the Homeland about," said Pham.
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Freshmen who are interested in
performing at the Closing Event on

We seek

'llCIWI. M~
Thursday, Sov. 28th

lJt. ~

December 6 , 2002, from 1-:00 - 3:00pm
in the Hokin Annex.

Please send your contact info and a brief proposal to:

Victoria Shannon
Coordinator.
Office of GLBT Concerns

312.344,8594
vshannon@ colum.edu

OR

e LHl.-.\.·) tI:

lil14am
.

All mediums and forms of expression
that respect the somber nature
of this event will be considered.
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D.I Dav~ Rl)belH spin.\
Nt'w Wa\·e. Punk &. Ska
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Eye.linc.r & Silfct)· Piru.
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Spiky Hair, Skinny lie-so
WiJd Daocing, Mall Glamour.

Claudia Sherman
Coordinator.
Office of Student Activities

312.344.7042
csherman@colum.edu
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Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash building)
and pick up ,a complimentary pass to attend a special showing of

ANALYZE THAT
on Monday, December 2nd at the 900 N. Michigan Cinemas.
IThis film is rated uRn for language and some sexual content. No one under 17 will be admiHed to see this film unless accompanied by a parent or adult guardian. I
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis, One pass per person, No purchase necessary, A photo ID will be necessary
to receive a pass, Employees of all promotional partners, their agencies, and those who have received a pass within the last 90 days are not eligible,

IN THEATERS FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6TH!
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We're thankful in spite of
The holiday season is· upon us once des ig nated co mputer lab. No registeragain and Thanksg iving is just around ing from home just yet. Maybe in five
the corner. During this time of year, it's or 10 years thi s " unique" feature may
important for an ind iv idual to reflect on be added, but the co llege is not yet
ready to introduce it. But it's not like
what he or she is grateful for.
Colum bia students are not immune other co ll eges a llow the ir stude nts to
from this simple hol iday trad itio n. Th is register from their home computer or
year we have much to be thankful fOf.
te lephone , right?
Not o ne to dwell o n the negative too
We s hou ld be thankful that our presidential mansion cost nearly $4 million much , we are thankful Co lumbia conto comp lete ly remodel in addition 10 . t inues to expand. Enrollment jumped
the $1.5 milli o n the co llege plunged sig ni ficant ly this se mester with nearly
into the project to buy the property ini- 10,000 students in attendance. The co ltially. Although a presidentia l mans ion I ~ge is becom ing more di ve rse and
is a common facet among most co lleges more students enrolled on ly means the
and universiti es around the country, poss ibil ity for the sc hool's physical
having an officia l res idence fo r expansion as we ll. T hus, bringing more
Co lumbia's president was an extremely programs and the optio n of expanded
pressing matter. So we are g lad the col- departments and majors .
lege was able to fini sh this most imporOne chall enge the co ll ege will soo n
tant and needed campus addition, a mid face is the continued land grab in the
a recession, tuition increase and co l- South Loop. Although one of the city's
lege-wide departmenta l budget cuts no largest real estate owners, Co lumbia
less. Well-done Co lum bia.
may find it difficult within the next few
We are pleased as punch that the years to acquire more buildings to meet
co ll ege wi ll finally introduce on line the class-space demands. The skyrockreg istratio n for stude nts. Stepping into eting cost of property in the South Loop
the 20th century was a good move on is becoming obscene. The sooner the
Columbia's part. Many colleges and college acts in gaining more building
universities around the nation al ready space, the better future it will have.
have had this convenience for several What will happen in five years for
years, so Co lumbia's deci sion to add space requirements, if the schoo l's
this feature was sh rewd, and w ith no enrollme nt continues to jump 3 to 4
time wasted at all.
percent each year as projected? While
Of course, those hoping to register this may prove beneficia l fo r the co lonline for the upcoming spring semes- lege, it may also serve as a Catch 22,
ter may be a little di sappointed to find si nce more students means more space.
out this new feat ure will not reg ister
So we are thankful that administrastudents for the next semester, only for tors continue to weigh all options for
fall 2003 starting this spring.
meeting the challenges of Columbia's
Also, those hoping to avoid the has- growing space concerns. Quick action
sle of commuting to the campus, just to sho uld be taken before th e South Loop
regi ster for cl asses may also feel a is full of high-rise condos and no future
twinge of disappo intment. Students will for college expansion.
only be able to register on-campus at a

Cussing could cost you
In the five to seven minutes it takes
to smoke a cigarette in front of anyone
of Columbia's buildings. O(le may overhear dozens upon dozens of explet ives
enunciated. And though sai d smoker, o r
any other passerby, mayor may not be
offended, the city of C hicago is convinced it shou ld be.
The City Counc il, $116 million
deficit and all , is upping the antenow, a four-letter-word uttered in public could cost you three di gits, $100 to
$300 depending on the lewd andlor
filthy word of choice. The increased
fine, up from its $200 maximumwhich before may have warranted
me rely a scolding, is j ust one of numerous fee hi kes planned for 2003.
The swear in g o rdinance as we ll as
indecent exposure, littering and other
fines are be ing increased for the first
time in 20 years in a move by the C ity
Council's Finance Comm ittee to bring
home extra dollars-$ I 0 million- they
hope-to help ease its financial burden
without raising taxes.
Our boys in blue have a lready
reportedl y issued around 3,000 citation s to foul-mouthed Chicagoans this
year, netting rough ly $ 144,000, a fi g ure
expected to do uble by next year.
A lderman Bill Beavers told the
press that mora li ty is the rea l iss ue at
hand , adding, "You' re damned if you
do and damned if yo u don't." But the
a lderman isn' t foo ling anyone . Money
and only money is the motivation
beh ind this tota litar ian- ish push to deter
pub I ic swearing .
Profani ty has become an integra l
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part of the college student 's discourse,
a means of expression and emphasis. In
some instances. sweari ng may not even
be a conscious effort. and definitel y not
a relay of devious or criminal intent.
Should oflband cell phone conversations in between c lass or casual chats
w ith friends elicit the need to look over
our shoulders like characters in
Orwell's 1984?
Will anti-war/globali zationletcetera
demo nstrators change their chants"Heck no, we won ' t go ... " -for fear of
being iss ued riot-gear purchas ing
fines? Will Eminem one day find a citation in his mailbox for the millio ns of
times he can be found swearing over
~ hi cagoa n s ' car stereos at any given
moment of any given day? Will musicians performing at live o utdoo r concerts si ng the radi o-e dit ve rs ion to
avoid fi nancia l puni shm ent? And
wou ld that cop give you the $300 fine
for e;allin g your last teacher a [inse rt
expletive(s) here] if he ' d bombed that
midterm? Probabl y not.
As admirable as it is that the city is
opt ing not to rai se o ur taxes, reg ulatin g
the words that come out of o ur mouth s
should not be its answe r to ba lanc ing
the budget. Perhaps we sho uld co ns ide r
ourse lves lucky that the city isn' t even
deeper in the red. The po li ce mig ht start
crack ing dow n on other city and state
laws we fail to think a bout- spitt ing on
sidewalks, eat ing in a burni ng building,
not carrying at least $ 1 at a ll tim es, ny ing a kite in city lim it s, fi shing in pajamas or even for lett ing Fido take a drag
off of your Cuban.

Editorial. are the opintons of the Editorial
Board of Ihe Columbia Chronicle Columnl are the
OplntOnl of the author(s)
VI.w••• pr••••d In thl. publlc.tlon
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those or the writer .nd ar. not the opinion. or
the Columbia ChrOnicle, Columbia'. Journall. m
D.partm.nt or Columbia ColI.g. Chicago.

NOW's TV report deserves an F
By Ian Elsner
Daily Bruin
(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES-Forces at the
National Organization for Women have been
telling women how they should act for the
last 30 years. Now, with the release of its
2002 Feminist Primetime Television Report.
it is also telling them what to watch.
"Network programming sends a distorted,
often offensive, image of women brought to
you through the point of view of white men
and boys," explains NOW FOWldation
President Kim Gandy.
To aid women duped into.watching "chauvinistic" programming, NOW's Feminist
Primetime Televi ~ ion Report provides easyto-read grades which support or condemn
shows on the basis of their gender diversity,
social relevancy and positive portrayal of
females.
If you had any doubts that NOW could
objectively gauge these categories, they
were well founded. The NOW report suggests that exploitation c~ be as simple as a
female lawyer in a short skirt, an attractive
female wed to a less attractive male, a
female crime victim or a stay-at-home mom.
Equally offensive is any television show
which does not "bear relation to real pe0ple." Of co"",e, by "real people" NOW
means Murphy Brown-types that fit nicely
within the feminist agenda.
For an organization that stays -in business
by perpetuating female victimhood, it should
come as little surprise that shows which
slightly deviate from the feminist ideal are
given poor marks by the NOW report.
Listed below are the NOW grades for several prominent shows.
"The Ellen Show" (A+): The "Ellen
Show" game" NOW's highest grade. The
organization lauds the program because it
featured a highly visible, openly gay female
character played by Ellen Degeneres.
Unfortunately, the show featured little
humor and was cancelled. (No word yet on
whether NO W be lieves it negatively stereotyped lesbians as un-funny.)
"Friends" (C): The report g ives "Friends"
a low mark because of what it labe ls "The
Jennifer Aniston Ru le." NO W compla ins
that too many women on te lev ision are
"conventionally beautiful" and be lieves the
female friends sho uld be less attract ive.
NOW fa ils to grasp that beautiful people are
on TV because male and female viewers
want them there.
"The Simpsons" (C-): NOW has some
se rious problems with the long-running carl . n .... to the editor mUlt indude your full name,
year, maror• • nd a phone numbtu. All letters .re edited
m.y be cut due to the limited amount
of Ip.ce ..... il.ble.
L.tt.,.. can be r...d to us at (312)344-8032,
E~lIed to Chronlcl.
oIum.edu or m.lled to
tha Columbl. Chronlcla do l.ttel"l to the Editor, 823 S,
for grammar and

W.bti.h A....., Suit. 2015, Chlc-uo, IL e06015,

toon, even though its most sympathetic character, Lisa Simpson. is a female. The report
contends the show contributes to the "men
rule the world" myth because Principle
Sldnner, a man, is head of Springfield
Elementary School. (They forget to mention
that Skinner is a comically pathetic figure
who lives with his highly empowered mother.)
The report also alleges the cartoon perpetuates a double-standard because the "attractive" Marge would never in real life settle .
for the homely Homer.
"The Drew Carey Show" (0): The program receives a poor grade because it ''portrays feminine qualities as undesirable." As
evidence, the report cites that the phfase "he
throws like a girl" was used by one of the
characters. But it gets worse: another character reportedly called a sensitive man by a
woman's name.
"America's Most Wanted" (0): The longrunning, highly successful crime-stopper
program is awarded a "D" because. as one
NOW grader puts it, " its emphasis on [victims'] beauty and fear seems geared toward
attracting male viewers." The grader goes on
to absurdly suggest the show's anticrime
crusade is just an excuse to portray women
as victims-little thanks for a series that has
saved countless female lives by helping
apprehend hundreds of dangerous criminals.
"Law and Order SVU" (0-): According to
the report, shows like "Law and Order
SVU" are too preoccupied with female
crime victims. (Never mind that the show is
about a police sex crimes unit, and in real
life 90 percent of sex-crimes victims happen
to be women.)
"The Bachelor" (F): NOW finall y gets it
right. "The Bachelor" films the nation's 20
most desperate women as they compete to
become the wife of a major slime-baH. The
show reflects poorly on women, yet interestingly garners an audience that is oveMhelmingly female . NOW would likely contend
that these women are duped into watching
the show, but the truth is far more benign.
With the exception of "The Bachelor" and
a few other programs, primetime television
is a far cry from the "adolescent boy 's fantasy world" that NOW would like women to
believe. Shows routinely consist of strong
female characters. But all this seems lost
on NOW as it struggles for relevancy in an
age when women no longer need its assistance. Instead of invigorating the women 's
movement, NOW 's Feminist Primetime
Televi sion Report indicates just how out-oftouch the organization has become,
Chronicle E-mail addresses :
Lenem to tb, editor
Chtonlcleocolum,edU
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Pedophile propoganda should not
be protected by free speech
By Katie Walsh
Commentary Editor

Ryan Adair
Georgia Evdoxiadis
Editors-in-Chief
News Editors
Katie Walsh
Commentary Editor

There are some pretty unbelievable things in America. But
nothing is more unbelievable than
the North American Man Boy
Love Association. Some of you
may have heard of this disgusting
group and others may think it's a
joke. Well it isn't. It is a recognized group of men who support
sexual acts between boys as
young as 8 years old and grown
men.
NAMBLA was started in
t 978 as a split group from a radical gay paper in Boston that was
shut down by Massachusetts
authorities. They have a website
that can be accessed easily. The
goal ofNAMBLA's website, journals and bulletins is to "end the
extreme oppression of men and
boys in mutually consensual relationships. "

Michael Hirtzer
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Dustin Klass
Ryan Saunders
Sports Editors
Stacie Freudenberg
Photography Editor
Liza Pavelich
Copy Chief
Angela Caputo
Assistant Editor
Chris Coates
K. Ryann Zalewski
Assistant A & EEditors

NAMBLA is quite possibly
the most despised group of men
in the country, and w ith good reason. Everyone who is not a
pedophile should be completely outraged
that a group like this exists.
Legally, they have every right to exist.
They do not recruit men or boys who are
looking for a relationship and they do not
put up pornographic material involving men
and chi ldren. The group does however
encourage and comfort men who have sex
with boys.
Sex w ith children-boys or girls- is
wrong in all forms. I don 't care that these
young boys supposedly consented to having
sex, it is illegal and despicable.
There is no wayan 8-year-old can fully
consent to sex with a grown man. Children
are impressionable and naiVe, and grown
men who support or engage in this type of
behavior know this and explo it their na'lvete
to the fullest extent.
NAMBlA publishes comments ITom
boys as young as II supporting and
exclaiming their love of sex with men. This
type of encouragement makes pedoph iles
fee l this is a desire of all children-and it's
not.
" I'm not goi ng to be kept away from
him," said one II-year-old boy of his adult
sex partner on NAMlBA's website.
A l3-year-old boy quoted on the webs ite
said, "Sex is really beautiful with my man
friend."
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"Thank God for boy-lovers," comes
from a l4-year-old-boy.
Even more disturbing than the words of
these boys is that NAMBLA's materials
have also been found to be connected to
men convicted of the rape of a litt le boy.
Two men lured a 10-year-old
Massachusetts boy, Jeffrey Curley, away
from his home by prom is ing him a new
bike. The men then took Curley to the
I ibrary, where they proceeded to access
NAMBLA's website. The men later
attempted to assault Curley and when he
res isted, they gagged him with a gasolinesoaked rag that eventually killed him. They
raped him and packed hi s body in a cementfilled container and threw him in the river.
Police found NAMBlA reading material in
the men 's car.
Curley's parents filed a civi l suit against
NAMB lA, claiming the association shares
responsibi lity for the ir son's death.
Attorneys for the plaintiffs said that they
have evidence that one of the men accessed

the NAMBLA website the day of the killing
to gain comfort for what he was about to do.
Who could possibly represent this group
of predators you may ask? None other than
our country's very own liberal saviors, the
ACLU. The AClU-a somewhat outdated
group that served a great purpose in the '60s
and '70s when civil rights of minorities

were constantly violated- insists on sticking
its big liberal nose in everything it perceives
to be a violat ion of civi l rights. Apparently
the AClU sees the lawsuit against NAMBlA as a a violation of free speech.
This is not a civil rights issue at all.
Freedom of speech was intended to proh ibit
the government form hindering a person's
right to speak freely. This case is not about
the government censoring this group, this is
a personal suit brought by a private person.
This group prints and publishes propaganda aimed at pedophiles. Their writings
comfort and console s ick individuals in our
society and tries to convince pedophiles that
they are be ing " loving," not deplorable.
If anyone's civi l rights are being vio lated, it's young boys who are confused and
have access to a sight like NAM BLA or fall
victim to its members like Curley did. The
ACLU should worry about the civ il liberties
of children before they fa ll all over themselves defending the indefensible.
I think. people should check out this
website and see what kind of information is
so readily available. Get angry with NAM-

BLA and what they purport, and get angry
with the ACLU for supporting NAMBLA's
behavior. If peop le just ignore NAMBlA
or pretend it doesn't exist, then they become
enablers ofNAMBLA's message, and that is
just as alann ing as the group itself.

Uncle Sam sets back civil rights
By K, Ryann Zalewski
Assistant A&E Editor
You may not have heard the faint tapping sound on Nov. 18.
That was the United States government ch ipping away at our civil
liberties and at the power of the Bill of Rights.
It was on that day that a specially appointed three-j udge panel
overturned the May 2002 decis io n by the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Court. The original opinion restricted Attorney
General John Ashcroft's interpretation of surve illance powers
granted by the USA Patriot Act. The panel disagreed and granted
governmental agencies broad power to spy on American citizens
and permanent residents who are suspected "agents of a foreign
power"-all in the name of the domest ic war on terror.
Accord ing to USA Today, John Ashcroft has called the decis ion "a victory for liberty, safety and security" for all Americans.
Ashcroft must have read a different version of the Fourth
Amendment to the Const itution from the one I was taught in
school. It defends " [t] he right of the people to be secure in their
persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue,
but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affinnation, and
particu larly describing the p lace to be searched, and the persons
or things to be seized."
My understanding has always been that this meant a cri minal
investigation agency must show evidence that supports thei r
belief that a person has comm itted a crime before being allowed
to search that person and their pri vate property. This was to prevent corruption in the investigation and the abuse of power by
those in charge of the investigations.
..
However, according to the ne.w ~wers-~hJch mcl~de
broader use of wiretaps and momtonng of private e-mail and
internet activity- the government must show that information
they might get through spyi ng could be relevant to an ongoing

criminal investigation . Also, the government is not required to tell
either the court or anyone investigated what spy methods were
used to obtai n the informat ion. These new powers spit on the
rights stated in the Fourth Amendment.
Also, these new powers have been granted despite the fact
that the government has never proven that its previous powers
were insufficient and limited its ab ility to invest igate suspects.
Despite the fact that the government also has never proven the
c ivi l liberties trampled on by the USA Patriot Act were part of the
reason the government fa iled to detect the p lann ing of any terrorist attacks including those on Sept. II. And despite the fact that
the government has no evidence that our civ il li berties prevent
them from tracking and prosecuting terrorists.
What is happening to the rights that I learned about as a grade
school student? We were taught that one of the reasons the Bi ll of
Rights was created was to prevent the government fro m infringing on the peop le's right to pri vacy. How can anyone justify a
government spy ing on its citizens? How can the government say
that by destroying our c ivil li be rties they are protecting the
American way of life?
Shame on the panel that overturned the original decision.
Shame on the government for turning their back on more than
200 years of his tory and making ou r civi l li berties their last priority. And shame on any American who claims to be a patriot, but
can sit back and watch it all happe n.

Clarification
In the N ov. 18 issue (Vo l. 36, No.9), the commentary
"Carter s hould be Co lumbia 's cas h cow, not the other way
around" an error was made in comparing the salaries of
Pres ident Carter and the President of Princeton. Carter 's 2000200 I sa lary was compared to that of Princeton 's Pres ident in

1999-2000, not 2000-200 I . We apologize for the error.
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OLLEGE NEWSPAPER WORKSHOP
Tuesday, 3 cr. 12:00-2:50

53-3530-01

The Columbia Chronicle, the weekly college newspaper and its website is
written by this class. Students get hands-on experience in writing and
reporting, copy editing, and headline writing.
Prerequisite: Junior or senior standing, 3.0 GPA or permission from faculty advisor or general manager.
Must have completed Reporting for Print and Broadcast with a "C" or better.
If you have any questions please call Jim Sulski at 312-344-7584 or

Ch~ls

Richert at 312-344-7432

Creative, talellted studellts with the desire to work 01 Columbia College Chicago's award _
premier Ilewspaper, the Columbil ClJrollicll, We are searching for a Gelleral Assistant lditor,
Commelltary lditors, Campus lditor, Assistant Campus lditor, Copy lditors, Sports Iditor, Assistant
Sports lditor, Photo lditors and Advertising Represelltatives, Report to the Columbia Cbrollicle
office, 823 S. Wabash, Suite 2DS or call us at 312·344·7432 to speak to Chris.

REI'

•
•

-mIlSI'1 PORTFOLIO -BRaID NlwspaPIR mllllNel -paiD POSITION
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.ime 'or
comic moyies
By John Meyers
Contributing Writer

ith Marve l St ud ios and Un iversa l
Studi os recentl y announcin g
plans to br ing two Marvel comic
book characters to the screen.
Co lumbia instructor Len Strazcwski stands to
see some of the profits.
In ant icipation of the June 2003 release of the
feature The Hulk, Marvel and Universal
launched plans fo r characters Prim e and SubMari ner. Prim e's story is a new direction ror
Marvel Studi os in what they have called their
" first superhe ro action-co medy."
The deal s lated Don Calame and Chris Conrov
as the scri ptwrite rs fo r Prime and named A~ i
Arad and Chuck Gordon as the fi lm 's producers.
Sub-Mariner was Marvel 's fi rst supe rhe ro, and
the de velopment of the feat ure film is underway.
by
Ma lib u Co mi cs
First
pub li shed
Entertainment in 1993, Prime fea tured 13-yearold Kevin Green who morphs into an outrageous ly buff superhe ro famed as the strongest in
the com ic company's Ult raverse line.
St razewsk i, an inst ructor in the co ll ege 's
Journali sm Department, was co-creator of the
ori ginal com ic book. If Universal produces the
fil m, Strazewski will rece ive less than 10 percent
of the profi ts.
Ultraverse was an innovative effort by Malibu ,
creat ing a compl ete comic un iverse fro m scratch.
Strazewski sa id that Ma li bu brought some of the
most experienced wri ters in comics together to
imag ine Ultraverse, including Steve Englehart,
Mike W. Barr, Steve Gerbe r, George Perez and
James Robi nson.
Together with co-writer Gerard Jones and
ill ustrator Nonn Breyfogle, Strazewski developed Prime into one of the most success fu l
Ultraverse characte rs.
Launched in 1986 by Scott Mitc he ll
Rosenberg, Mal ibu carried only one title: The
ExMutants. The labe l soon published mult iple
titles, including Men in Blac/c, a se ries created by
book
writer
Lowe ll
first- time
co mi c
Cunningham. Rosenbe rg worked w ith Co lumbia
Pictures and Amblin Entertainment to develop
the comic book into a box-offi ce smash.
Malibu was a communal place to work with
progressive po licies toward an ists, Strazewski
said. He managed to work out the lega l rights for
hi s character, ensuring " long-term fin ancial participatio n in the character," he said.
Perhaps Malibu 's most marketable invent ion
was its use of computer co loring fo r co mi cs. In
1994, Rose nberg so ld Malibu to Ma rve l
Enterprises, Inc. The sale launched a sour era for
some of the original found ers of Malibu.
Marvel made use of the colori ng tec hnology,
but "creatively gutted the Malibu characters,"
Strazewski said.
Marvel ran into economic trouble soon after

W

See Prime, page 18
(Above) Comic courtesy of len Strazewski. (BekMl Photo by Zade Rosenlh8UCoIumbia Pictures

(Above) Mal ibu Comics' fi rst issue of 'Prime: (Below) An image from last year'. 'Spider· Man:

Gravttygeared
toward gradllates

Chicaao, Spide....Man·s
second ci.y
By Chris Coates
Assistant A&E Ed itor
Most co mmu ters did n't care to
noti ce the pec uliar N e ~ Yo rk C ity
s ubway ca rs careen! ng acc ross
Chicago '! elevated train lines or the
network o f camera cable s hovering
above Wabash Avenue.
And when po lice officers to ld
quizzica l p,,"u ersby the scene was due '
to Spider-Ma n, ru ry a shr ug was
ea rned. Seems Chicago '! sta nd -in a!
the Big Appl e fi ll lik e a g love.
According to Ric h Moskell o f the
Chi cago Fil m Office, a large " digi ta l
crew" spent eight days in the Loop,

By Renee Endlund
Staff Writer

be g inn ing Nov . 10,
shoot in g scenes fro m
the seq ue l to la st
yea r 's
chartb ustcr.
Spider. Man. Alth ough

Ave nue ne ar Mad iso n Stre et and
Wa bash Ave nue at Jackson Street.
Along Wabash Avenue, three larg.
cab les were strung acroS! two

Wabash Avenue and Madiso n Streetfor what Mos kell ca lled a "spider
cam."
Jason Tolcr, senior film maj or, was
a ca mera production ass istant fo r the
weeke nd shoot. According to To lerwho also worked on past Chi cago
shoots inc lud ing All , Barbershop and
Save the Last Danc..-crews filmed

As a promotional too l for Col umb ia, Grav it y
magazine has produced two issues, bot h in May
and Novembe r 2002. The pub licati on targets
alumni and the Co lum bia communi ty, something
that Norma n AlexandrolT, cdi lor-iIH.' hief.
be lieved was missing fro m the sc hoo l.
" I went to Preside nt Cnrte r, wanti ng to devel op a magazine focusing on those who havc graduated fro m Co lumb ia," Al cxandrotT sa id. '"
wa nted to get thi s incredi ble story out ab4.lut the
kind of infl uence wc ' ve had on highcr education." The ge nera l interest nmgRZine WRS c ~ at 
edt licarcd toward alumni and pnrt of the larger
publi c Alc xRndro fr e xplained,
Although Co lumbia graduates are the mai n

cranes-one at the corner of Wabash
Ave nue and Jac kson Street, anot her at

See SpIcIer-MIII, palle 18

See CmItJ, palle 16

inside rs sai d the script
to
The
Amazing L;;:._":"''::
Spider-Man is still in the Writin g
process, seco nd uni t productio n began
for exte ri or shots of MTA subway cars
on eTA lin e. in the Loop.

Locatio ns

included

Frank lin
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Columbia actors say 'Goodnight'
By Ana Hrlstova
Staff Writer

ical period. leffSchmitt, as Peter, led the play
with ease even in the most difficult scenes.
Confus ion, vulnerability and an immense
effort not to reveal any of them scented the air
A family meets after five years of separation to recon- from the beginning till the end. The famous
nect the ties so bruta lly unbound by the events taking bathtub scene was very suggestive and sexuplace in Europe. The initial exhilaration is soon replaced al without be ing vulgar and too emphasized.
by the awkward feeling that time lost is gone forever.
The sisters were as different as Nelson had
These were the emot io ns discussed on stage in intended them to be. Amanda Burke effortless"Goodnight Children Everywhere," a Columb ia produc- ly played Betty. Her character was very difficult
tion, presented at the New Studio Theater, 72 E. 11 th to balance because, unlike the other two sisters,
St., Nov. 6 through Nov. 17. The we ll-attended shows she wasn't supposed to reach any extremes.
reflected the success of the young acto rs who were Burke met the challenge by walkjng the fine
directed by Jeff Ginsberg. Students and fr iends who line between insecurity and hope without leangathered each evening at the cozy theater saw a very ing toward one at the expense of the other.
profess io na l production that evoked laughter and tears.
Darcy French-Myerson as Ann, was at times
Playwright Richard Ne lson, tells the story of a dis- too hysterical but managed to keep her characplaced English fa mily th at finally reunites with the ter under conrrol. Her face was her biggest asset
return of the last refugee in "Goodnight Child ren because it conveyed emotion even in static
Everywhere." To esc ape the horrors of the war, Peter, scenes. Sarah Picken fit into Vi 's shoes perfectthe youngest, is sent to Canada, Ann and Vi to Wales, ly. Very lively and emotional, she switched from
and Betty, the oldest, stays at home. Peter is the last o ne tears to laughter in the blink of an eye.
Designed by David A. Beaupre, the small
to return and his homecoming is anxiously awaited in
the hope that everything is goi ng to be, at last, like London "flat" captured the t ime peri od
Stacie Freudenberg/ChronICle
before. Ki sses, tears and long stories are soon followed exquisitely as well as the staggering wart ime
by the harsh reality that there are sti ll things in li fe each English econo my. Old pieces of furniture Columbia theater students perform 'Goodnight Children Everywhere,' the
that didn 't entire ly match, family pictures story of an English family reunited during World War II .
of them wants to escape.
Ann is carrying the c hild of Mike, a man she doesn't and personal items conveyed the warmth
pass ions and feel ings of alienation.
love. Betty, who, un der the circumstances, had to and hospitality essenti al to the story.
"Goodnight Childre n Everywhere" evokes thoughts
The costumes by Joyce Greening, and hair and make-up
mature overnight, has mi ssed the experiences of youth.
Vi, a beginning actress, is looking for success where it by Carrie Bacon and Ryan Durling, respectively, merged to and emot ion s long after the actors have left the stage. A
is unlikely to be found, in the bed of older men. Peter create a very realistic '40s atmosphere . Colors and fashion story open to interpretation, it res<!nates on many level s.
comes in the middle to meet the collision of all these sty les complemented the characters without overshadowing The Co lumbia product ion captured all of the comp lexithem. "Goodnight Children Everywhere," a song from a ty. Very profess ional and tasteful , the product ion proved
unexpressed emotions.
Rarely is there a production, in which actors are so well · BBC children's program of the period, plays on many occa- that co llege theater isn't just a preparation fo r the big
matched that they merge with both the story and the histor- sions as if to connect past and present and comfort turbulent stage, but the big stage itself.

SquarePants, Shortcake round out parade
By Chris Coates
Assistant A&E Editor
What signifies the launc h of another Yuletide season
more than the edifying ritual of the Thanksgi ving holiday?' From the baking of a plucked fow l (Meleagris
gallopavo) and a scrumptious dessert of pumpkin pie
(actually a fruit), no Thanksgiving morn is complete
without the time.- honored viewing of a holiday parade.
And there are few parades steeped in more tradition
than Chicago 's, which ce lebrates
its 69th
Thanksgivin g lumberin g down State Street this year.
And for the first time, Co lumbia- a major sponsor
of the parade-makes a strong showing, contributing a
themed float to the Holiday event.
The Target Thanksgiving Parade kicks off at 8:30
a .m ., Nov. 28 on its trek north on State Street.
According to the Chicago Festival Association, the
parade attracts more than 300,000 spectators along the
mile route from Congress Parkway to Randolph Street.
The event is also broadcast to more than 1.2 million
households on WLS-TV, Chicago's ABC affil iate.

This year 's parade features the usual score of area
marching bands, more than a doze n origina l floats and
14 helium-filled balloons, including Veggie Tales,
SpongeBob SquarePants and the newest ba ll oo n,
Strawberry Shortcake.

And with a parade route that includes a low clearance
fo r the el tracks at West Van Buren Street, those overs ized
balloons pose a problem, according to Philip Purevich,
executive director of the Chicago Festival Association.
Crews must pull the massive ball oons parallel with the
ground in order to squeeze beneath the underpass.
" It 's great to watch the balloons do the limbo under the
el tracks," Purevich said. He suggests sining near the
intersection to watch the volunteer balloon wranglers.
The Ch icago Festival Association has the sole responsibili ty for the product ion of the parade, including its
opening act.
The sequence-in front of Marshall Field 's State Street
store-features the antics of Ringling Bros. and Barnum
and Bailey Circus, the high kicks of Texas' Rangerenes
and several theatri cal vignettes-including "42nd Street"
and "Stomp"-via the League of Chicago Theatres.
The two-hour parade, formerly known as Field 's
lingle Elf Parade, also includes two-dozen high school
marching bands from the area and several college bands.
The Co lum bia Jazz Ensemble , directed by Scott
Hall , will be riding aboa rd Columbia's new fl oat, a
premiere for both. According to Hall , the bandcomposed of music and other majors-will be decked
out in tuxedos and playing the mu sic of Count Basie.
Hall also sa id Columbia is sponsoring " Band Bash, "
a dinner dance at the Hyatt Regency, 151 E. Wacker
Drive, for the parade' s high school marching band s.

EGG DONORS
NEEDED
Give the gift of life to an infertile couple

847.656.8733
f!i

IY

,,1 V
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t

I l~ .

For More Information:

emoil.info @egg411 .com
The Center for Egg Option s Illinois, llC
www .eg9411 com

22nd at 12 :3 0 p.m .

According to Bowen, crews begin sett in g up in
front of Marshall Field' s ("the TV zone" ) a full day

before the parade . Thi s year, th e stat ion will utili ze
40 channel s of audio and seve n came ras for the shoot.
"We start o ur day at 7 a .m . on Wedne sday," Bowen
said, "and go until we're done."
On Thanksgiving morning, crews report back at 2
a .m . for a fu ll rehearsal with the parade 's ho sts, Janet
Dav ie s an d Jim Rose, at 6 a.m . Thi s ye ar 's celebrity
host for the parade is actor George Lopez, of AB C's
apt ly t itl ed comedy "George Lope z."
Other celebrities marching in thi s year's parade
include Chicago Sun-Times film crit ic Roger Ebert,
Bear of Disney's " Bear in the Big Blue House" and the
venerable Santa and Mrs. Claus of the North Pole.

The Target Thanksgiving Parade steps off at E.
Congress Parkway and State Street at 8:30 a.m.. Nov.
28. broadcast locally at 9 a.m. on WLS-TV. For more
information. co n/act the Chicago Fes tival
Associalion al (3 12) 78 1-568 1.

UGHTS...•

CAMERA••••

*

ACTION!

LUCRATIVE COMPENSATION for qualified individuals!

• Special need for Caucasian donors
• College educated preferred
• Between the ages of 20-30
• Completely anonymous

For organ ize rs, the parade co nsum ed month s of
eage r prepa rati o n.
" From the TV angle, we usually start wo rkin g in
October," sa id Crick Bowen, the executi ve producer
fo r WLS -TV's pa rade coverage. Th e station airs the
festi vities li ve on Th anksgiving Day at 9 a.m., w ith
rebroadcasts on Dec. I at 10:3 0 a .m . and again on Dec.

Television, film and
studio for rent

*

with all the goodies included!

auerbach@digilogelectronics.com
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Two takes on Stephen Elliott
o

Continued from Page 14

What It means to love you, boredom

By Nicki Brouillette
Book Editor
As with his second novel, A Lifo Without

Consequences, writer Stephen Elliott draws on
material from his life and uses this slightly grit-

ty Chicago backdrop as the setting for his third
novel, What It Means /0 Love You.
Elliot writes: "The kids run from the boring
suburban schools and arrive at Belmont and

Halsted, and the promised pink and white lights
of the Dunkin ' Donuts shop. TIley dye their hair
blue, wear cheap bracelets purchased at the

Alley."
Sound familiar? It did to me. Not only does
this line encapsulate many of our adolescent

experiences, but it also reflects those of the
author.
The book follows three characters: Anthony.

a 3D-something veteran stripper and street-wanderer; Lance, a YOWlger, more attractive stripper
with a tinge of alcoholic rage; and his young
17-year-oJd girlfriend Brooke. a runaway from
prosperous Grand Falls, Mich. turned prostitute. Like the streets of Chicago, the three character's lives converge at a local dive where
Anthony and Lance parade themselves on
stage. Brooke, watching the performance from
the bar. immediately becomes taken with
Anthony's aura of experience and street smans.
lbroughout the remainder of the book, we
drive alongside each of the characters as they
stumble down winding, sometimes intersecting,
other times diverging paths, the whole time
anticipating an imminent and predictable collision.
.
Elliott's prose is simple; "Brooke thinks back

o

Gravity

to Grand Falls, Mich. The maids kept her company. The maids cleaned her room, cleaned the
house, cleaned the things she would drop on the
floor. There were so many maids." Simple and
redundant. The entire book is told in present
tense, perhaps to convey that feeling of immediacy that is missing. It becomes difficult to
care about the characters because they do not go
beyond the two-dimensional representation of
the stereotypes they mirror.
Lance Ihe stripper never develops into Lance
the hwnan being. Brooke returns to her parents'
home because she is "bored" with selling her
body, only to find that she is equally as "bored"
with plmuing an incestuous re lationship with
her father. Boredom, according to this novel, is
the only reason that people are motivated to do
anything. People become prostitutes because
they are bored. People I ive on the streets out of
restlessness. And apparently, people stop doing
these things because they too have become dull .
In this book, what it means to love someone is
si mply that you've run out of other things to do.
Though the novel does serve as an interesting tour guide to Chicago's seedy nightspots,
you'd have a more fulfilling experience
rehashing the heyday of the nightclub Berlin
with your friends than you wou ld reading this
book. Your friends, un like these characters,
have backgrounds that form who they are and
the decisions that they consciously make.
Elliott writes,
'
" It wi ll be a lie to say everyone that strips,
that turns tricks, that poses with their legs
spread fo r some raunchy $2 magazine or $5
video cassette was damaged. But it would not
be a lie to say most." Perhaps next time, he'll
prove it.

Author gives 'Life' to child welfare systein

By Shelll Johnson
Contributing Writer

first person, convey ing not only sympathy for
Paul but also showing the maturity he's gained
by being forced to grow up too fast. This novel
begs the question: Do kids growing up as
A Life Without Consequences tells the brutal wards of the state really matter-to the govstory of Paul,' a teenager who runs away from ernment, to soc iety, or more importantly, to
home to escape his abusive father after his ' themselves?
mother dies. After a year of being home less, he
The novel does, however, lack background
slashes his wrists and lands in social services. information, both about the mother and her
Paui'bounces around from one group home to death, and the father and his abandonment of
the next.
Paul. Throughout the novel it's apparent that
The remainder of the book deals with Paul's his mother's death was not only a striking
struggle to find affection and fami ly in a place blow to Paul but also a catalyst to his running
where caretakers are paid barely above mini- away from home. Ell iott attempts to satisfy
mum wage and the kids are only there because our causal curiosities by interspersing the
no one else-their own parents, foster fami- novel with snippets of information. Elliott
lies--wants them. He cycles through relation- wrote, "I let my mother die, stayed away from
ships with other group home kids, with women her and her couch and the bucket full of piss
who are supposed to be caring for him .. and that sat next to it. I let her die, only seeing her
with kids who are outside the social service to bother her for money, yelled at her and even
institutions. Paul strugg les. against the odds-- when she cried because she was dying and my
and works out a plan that will help him get into father had told her she wasn't living up to her
college.
end of the bargain."
.
Consequences, Stephen Elliott's second
Though not at all a pleasant story, overall, A
novel, strongly resembles hi s own life. Elliott Life Without Consequences is a satisfying
left home when he was 13 . By 14, he 'd been read, The author tells the story of Pau l with
arrested and had become a ward of the state. great authority: "I n many ways, the group
His own youth 'rYas spent shuffling through a homes defined who I am," Elliott wrote in a
variety of group homes in Chicago until he personal statement on his own youth. "For
turned 18.
four years, I interacted with a forgotten segThe sharp, uny ielding dialogue Elliott uses ment of the population, not as an observer but
propels the story forward. The story is told in as a member."

Brian ~lUIChrorncoe

Editor·ln·Chief Nonnan Alexandroff hold. the late.t Issue of Gravity.
features to the magazine, Alexandroff stories that would maybe anger
wanted a staff of writers that were' not Columbia The school was founded on
related to the college. "lnitially,l was- anti-censorship, and if the school su~
n't looking to those associated with ports these ideals then the stories should
Columbia. The tendency of most be made. But you can only go so far, the
Columbia writers would be to write . school is pay ing for the magazine."
from a promotional standpoint,"
Another Columbia magazine, Echo,
Alexandroff said. He added that stu- is produced by Columbia students.
dents at ColUmbia were staff writers for When asked if there was any competiboth issues.
tion between Gravity and Echo,
With ' content that includes the Alexandroff answered. "I don't think

Colwnbia neighborhood and those who

there is any. I tend to see that Echo

have studied at the college,
Alexandroff said the magazine is a way
to advertise the school. "It is a promotional piece. but I hope it comes as indi-

focuses on Chicago arts and communications. They don't shipe on those at
Columbia Our mission and content is
very different and distinct."

rectly," he said. "[When teading the

Lisa Jevens, design and production

magazine] I hope that somewhere in
the seventh page, in the second paragraph, you can't help but develop a
more favorable view of Columbia"
Gravity contains few advertisements, leaving more room for stories
and content. Less glossy than a typical
mapzine with larger pages, Gravity

adviser for Echo, notices a distinct difference between the two magazines.
"Gravity is a professional product,
Echo is what the students write and has
more of a student interest,", she said
While Jevens agrees with Alexaoorott'
that the two publications share no competition, she does admit that it may

mamtains the look of a , pr9f~sionaI v,. e;<jst, "l!Qth,at:!',di~trjb~I~4both,oQ!,"d
publication, while having an eye-catching appearance.
Columbia
alumnus
Genndy
Tartakovsky is featured in the second
issue with a seven-page spread about his
career as a cartoonist for the animation
series "Dexter's Laboratory" and
"Samurai Jack" on the Cartoon
Netwook. A feature on the Pacific
Garden Mission also appears in
Gravity'S second issue in which author

off campus, so there is some crossover.
But they both have something to offer,"
Jevens said.

Carl Kozlowski writes about his experi-

going to shoot for," Alexandroff said.

While Echo is pToduced every fall
and spring semester, Gravity has no
designated production dates or deadlines. "So far we have produced twice
a year. I'm hopeful to getto four a year,

but that will hinge on the part for a
promotional value. I hope for March
[for the third issue]. That's what were

enee staying at the shelter. Both articles
will be submitted for consideration in
the Peter Lisagor Awards, a journalism
award in Chicago for writers.
, Sam Weller, managing editor for

With a need for a spotlight on
Columbia graduates and their accomplishments, Alexandroff is still finding
difficulties reaching and gaining their
stories. "With no research team, it's

Gravity worked with NewCity mags-

hard to get stones out of people. It's

zine for two years until Alexandroff
came to him with an idea for a "streetsmart and edgy-feel" magazine. Weller

the stories of those who went here,"

wants to push Gravity a linle further
with the content. He said, "We'd like to
push the boundaries that pertain to stu-

dents. Like drugs or sex."
Weller added: " I would like to write

like 'rnin.ing for gold' when looking for
Weller said that Gravity plans to publish
"100 Most Influential People" that
graduated from Columbia in an upcoming issue, and an interview with Pat

Saja!<, Colwnbia alumnus.
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Spy plane artwork removed from exhibit
By Joe McDonald
Associated Press

By Chris Coates
Assistant A&E Editor
It was a magical time, some 14 years ago: Reagan's
second tenn was ending, Billy Ocean's "Get Outta MyDreams, Get Into My Car" was topping the charts and
the bloody Iran-Iraq war was over. And on television
screens across the country; children--including this
author-would discover their avant-garde icon. Who
knew?
"
The film was 1985's Pee-Wee-~ Blg Adventure j,n its
broadcast television debut on the CBS teJevisjon ner-

work. Based on Paul Reubens' character created in the
Califomia·based comedy troupe the Groundlings. PeeWee Herman was the epitome of folly and bliss--<m 8-

year-old stuck in an adult's body. [ was fascinated. In
the film-written by Reubens and fellow Groundlings
alumn\lS Phil Hartman and directed by Tim BurtonPee-wec's cherished bicycle is stolen by a.jealouS and
conniving neighbor. While the crude plot garnered few
critica1 accolades, it did gain a steadfast cult foHowing.
The premiere on CBS only amplified the fan base,
extending it far enough to constitute a weekly television program-"Pee- Wee's Playhouse"- geared

specifically for children.
It was a paradox-the cheeky and vaguely risque
nightclub act translated ideally to the small screen for,
fittingly, small people.
,
The p!"gram would earn not only widespread p~ :;
from children, but from critics alike. As the ' 80s came
to a close, it seemed Pee-Wee was everywhere-Iunch ~\

box.es, action ~gures. puppets, ,plastic cutlery, key
chams, etc. PartlcuJarlyrefined viewers (including this
author) fashioned makeshift Pee-Wee Herman costwnes for the ostentatious 1989 Halloween season)

But it would all come tumbling down in 1991, when
news of Paul Reubens' arrest at a Sarasota, Fla. theater
surfaced. Reuhens apparently exposed himself while
watching an adult film.
'
And thus endeth the career of Pee-Wee Hennan.
Gone were the plush toys.; the vjewfinder cards; the
panorama sets; the impeccably designed Halloween
costumes. It would not be the last of Pee-Wee's run-ins
with "the Jaw."
~!'
In the '90s, Reuhens attempted to. mend his falien
career. Sure there was his portrayal of the Penguin'S

father in 1992's Batman Retur/1/J and as the voice 'bf
Lock in Tim Burton's The Nightmare Before Christmas
in 1993. The release of 1996's Dunston Checks In only
exacerbated the situation-the- stigma of the porno
experience thoroughly tarnishing Reuben's persona.
as we entered a new millennia and with all
Weets exuJtant return diminishing, :Reubens

Iy vindicated: he began receiving bit parts. ,
Rciuhens brought to life the gaseous Spleen in .
Men and-a year later-he played the part of
oreal, a homosexual hairdresser/marijuana disin Blow. ABC even tapped Reuhens to host
e show "YOll Don't Know Jadc'" in

,"Pee

bens never mentioned the words
the show, rumors of a Pee-Wee

1;l'erman remake inevitably surfaced. And although Reubens never regained the stardom
.he once possessed more . than a decade ago, word last

week of new charges filed against him still rocked .the
Pee-: Wee Herman fan base. Los Anlleles police repOrts

lndicate that Reubens is charged WJth possessing photos depicting ntinors engage4 in sexual activities,
,,,:~
The conditions of the arrest, however, are biz3.rre, It
seems Reubens acquired sexually provocative photos

that his friend. Jeffrey Jones, took of a 14-year-old boy.
Jones is best known for his performance as the affable
Principal Rooney in Ferris Bueller $ Day Offand, mace·
obscutely, Dr. Waltet Jenning in Howard the Duck. Los
Angeles Police Department officials said the two

charges are the result of a yearlong pornograpIiy sting.
According to the Associated Press. police searcb¢

both Jones' and Reubens' residences last year, where
they seized personaJ computers and other evjdence.'~
Reubens turned himself in Nov. 15 and faces a
$2,500 fine and up to a year in jail.
Oh, Pee-Wee, what a sad world it is.
Which raises the question; How many chances can
you give to a man known as Pee-Wee? If it's okay with

everyone else, I'll just pretel\d Reubens is exactly how ,
h~ was in 1988, when a doe-eyed youngster, tranquil on
russet living room carpet, watched as Pee-Wee
searched for his beloved bike. In my mind, Pee,,<Wee :~
Herman-sans chUd porn charges--lives on. r wonder

if that breakfast machine still works.

.

BEIJING-It was plane, but it
wasn't quite so simple.
An artwork inspired by a U.S. spy
plane that collided with a Chinese
fighter jet has been removed from an
art show in southern Ch ina on orders
from culture offic ials. The artist said
the piece has been all but destroyed.
Chinese officials wouldn't explain
why
they
removed
Huang
Yongping's work, which already had
been installed for the "Guangzhou
Triennial" at the Guangdong
Province Art Museum. Huang
accused officials of acting under
U.S. pressure; the U.S. Enibassy in
Beijing denied any invol vement.
Huang, who works in Paris, said
he spent a week assembling the 50foot-long piece depicting a section
of the crippled American plane
before receiving a notice Friday that
officials had refused permission to
exhibit it. He said museum staff
ripped it apart during the weekend
and swept clean the area where it
had stood outside the building.
"We just felt excited that modern
art in China cou ld finally get out of
its underground status and appear in
an offic ial state museum," Huang
said Nov. 18. " It is ridiculous that
Chi nese authorities made such an

order on behalf of a foreign government. Such a case couldn 't take
place in a Western country."
The incident was an unusually highprofile display of the chronic tension
between China's cultural ambitions
and communist officials who are
uneasy about the nation's artists.
The govenunent of President Jiang
Zemin, who stepped down last week
after 13 years as leader of the ruling
Communist Party, has promoted fine
arts, opera and other events in a quest
for cultural trophies to match China's
growing economic power.
Museums show Western art that
until the 1980s was rejected as reactionary or obscene. A show devoted
to the late surreali st Salvador Dali
attracted thousands of vis itors in
Beijing this autumn.
But art ists complain that censors
sti ll suppress Ch inese works thought
'to deal w ith sensitive political
themes. Many, such as Huang, who
has taken part in the prestigious
Venice Biennale, have left to work in
Europe or the Un ited States.
"The Guangzhou Triennial" features work by dozens of contemporary Chinese and other artists working in China and abroad.
A spokesman for the Guangzhou
museum, who gave only his surname, Wang, confirmed Huang's

Columbia, Second C

work was removed on official orders.
He refused to explain the reason or
say which officials issued the order.
The U.S. Embassy in Beijing said it
had nothing to do with the decision.
The collision of the EP-3 and a
Chinese fighter jet over the South
China Sea in April 2001 sent
Chinese-U.S. relations plunging to
their lowest level in years.
The Chinese fighter pilot was
never found and is believed to have
been killed. The American plane
made an emergency landing at a
Ch inese military base on the southern island of I-iainan, where its 24member crew, all from Whidbey
Island Naval Air Station at Oak
'Harbor, Wash., was held for 11 days.
The crippled American plane was
cut apart and sh ipped back to the
United States after Chinese authorities
refused pennission to remOve it intact.
The premature end to I-Iuang's display coincided with the first test fl ight
Friday of the repaired EP-3 in the
United States, according to its manufacturer, Lockheed Martin Corp.
Huang said his work was a replica
of the plane's top half.
"The who le process of the incident was very dramatic. It inspired
me," he ' sa id . " It's just an artwork, a
plane model. I didn't mean to hint at
something or hurt anybody."

Team Up

By Pollna Goldshteln
Staff Writer
Columb ia's Theater Department, in
coll aboration w ith Second City, perfonned an improv set "A I Queda, EI
Quida, Let's Blow the Whole Thing
Up!" at Columbia's Studio Theater
from Nov. 12-16.
The performance included short prese ntations and improv pieces with
jokes about Osama bin Laden, Al
Qaeda and Saddam Husse in. Like a
family, blaming all their problems and
imperfections on Saddam, or bin
Laden joking about his followers
believing a word he tells them. Other
pieces included real life situations,
silent pieces and singing.
Shel40n Patinkin, Theater Department
chair and an artistic consultant at Secone
City, said the decision to collaborate
came during a meeting, and all he had to
do was make a couple of phone ealls.
Susan Padveen, a Columbia director
was the point person in the department
and helped Second City set up auditions, find personnel, book rehearsals
performance
space.
Beth
and
Kligennan, an associate producer at
Second C ity and Kelly Lader, a director at Second City, decided who wou ld
direct the improv set and w ho would
act. They figured having two actors
from Second C ity would be enough,
and wou ld a lso allow more Columbia
students the opportunity to participate.
According to Sec.ond City'S Ed
Funnan, the director of the collaboration with the Theater Department, most
of the material for the performance was
original. All participating Columbia students had to audit ion with Furman to get
a part. Once accepted, everyone pitched
in their ideas. Although it was ultimately Funnan's decision what jokes or
material would run, Columbia students
had the chance to have their ideas incorporated into the perfonnance. Furman
said a regular Second City perfonnance
could run before it actually comes to get
audience's response. "I treated the project as a regular Second City review, but
this time I didn 't have a chance to try it
out in Second City ahead of time."
" I had almost no improv experience
prior to this perfonnance, so to get a
chance to work with a great director
and actors from Second City was a one
time great opportunity for me," said
theater major Joe Burke.
Marc Warzecha, a Second City actor,
was asked to partic ipate in the collaboration. Warzecha said he trained
Columbia students in improv during
five weeks of rehearsal. Warzecha

Second City collaborated with the Theater Department to perform an improv
set, 'AI Queda, EI Quida, Let's Blow the Whole Thing Up! ' from Nov. 12-16.
added that it was different working
with Co lumbia students, because
Second City actors know each
other and the way they act whereas
Co lumbia students were new to this
type of perfonnance. "When it's
done right, you can work with
strarygers and produce great work,
which ' 1 think happened here ,"

www.statravel.com
onLinE

on THE PHone:

Warzecha said.
"We were happy to see that everything went smooth and audience's
response to such collaboration was
positive," Kligerman said. She
added that after students graduate
from Columbia., Second City wou ld
welcome them to audit ion for the
company's future productions.
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All encom assing DVD is

Spider-Man
Continued from Page 14
interior shots of the train cars from
Sp ider-Man's, a.k.a. Peter 'Parke r
(Tobey McGui re), point of view. The
shoot also included a chase sequence
on the exterior of the train.
According to Maske ll , shots of
Peter Parker as Spider-Man will" be
digita lly inserted in postproduction.
No principal actors or stuntmen were
at the shoot.
However, The Amazing Sp iderMan's director, Sam Raimi . was on
set.
Maskell sa id the film 's producers

contacted the film office nearly two
months ago. The appeal was
Chicago's accessibility to el tracksthe opposite of New York, where
most elevated train lines trace
through the outer boroughs.
"They liked the idea of trains
carvi ng a path through a c~ ny on of
buildings," Moskell sa id.
lhe
Amazing
Spider-Man
wrappe d its Chicago shoo t Nov.

18.
T he film is s lated fo r release in
May 2004 .

Prime
Continued from Page 14
Photo courtesy of lucasfi!m lid.

Jedi master Yoda exhbits wisdom and power in 'Star Wars: Episode 11- Attack of the Clones.'

By Michael Hlrtzer
A&E Editor
In Attack of the Clones and a ll of the Star
Wars movies for that maner, Jedi patriarch
Voda speaks in terrible passive voice, making
comments like "Begun the C lone War has,"
and "The Dark Side I sense in you." In fact.
none of the dialogue in any of the Star Wars
movies is very good-the screenplays are
written like overly sentimental after-school
spec ial s with complex mu ltiple-world econom ic morals. But that's hard ly the point.
When someone-say, George Lucascrafts such a we ll-rounded galaxy "far, far
away," complete with a gigant ic Republic, a
sh ifty Trade Federation, ruth less bounty
hunters, strange tid ings and one really hot senator, it doesn't really matter that the keepers of
the peace aren't the most eloquent of individuals; after all, Jedis wield the most glamorous
weapon known to man-the light saber, a
giant laser beam that makes a weird "wovwwovvv" sound when they swing it around.
And the Jedis are needed now more than
ever. Like Yoda said, a dark shroud hangs over
the Republic, and who benerto sort it out than
Obi- Wan Kenobi (Ewan McGregor, an exheroin junkie in a previous life) and Anakin
Skywalker (Hayden Christensen, who had
trouble bonding with his · dad in Life as a

House).
Together and not together, they fend offpoisonous wonns, a shape-changing bounty
hunter, huge monsters and lots of robots to
save Senator Amidala (Natalie Portman) and
to find out who ordered millions of clones.
But you don 't need a fu ll-b lown plot summary- this is a DVO review-you've seen the
mov ie.
As the first all-d igital Star Wars film, Attack
of the Clones is the cleanest-looking episode
to date. At times, the film looks too much like
a video game, but t,hat's to be expected with so
rryany computer-generated characters (including Yoda). The mix down, however, could be
bener. On several occasions the sound effects
. left the dialogue inaudible.
The deleted scenes, whi le a nice addition
for diehard fans, were deleted for a reason.
Such things as Amidala addressing the senate,
Kenob i meeting with Mace Windu (Samuel L
Jackson) and the trial of Amidala and
Skywalker are interesting, yet would have
dragged out the a lready lengthy movie .
The highl ight of the supplements is an
R2D2 mockumentary. Who wou ld have
known that R2D2 was a struggl ing actortypecast as a droid and forced to live an alcohol-fueled solitary lifesty le, rust ing away in
his Maui beach house, eagerly await ing a
movie role?

the sale and was forced to cut staff.
They filed for bankruptcy in 1997.
Rosenberg sa id they never fully realized everything Mali bu had to offer
because of these problems.
Strazewski no longer writes com ics
commercially because of a " lack of
opportunities," he said.
Assum ing hi s secret
ident ity,
Strazewski covers the insurance; business and technology beats as a free-lance
journalist, author and consultant. He
earned a bachelor's degree injoumalism
fro m Northwestern University and, later,
master's degrees in writing and ind ustrial relat ions from the Un ivers ity of
Illi no is at C hicago a nd Loyola
University Ch icago, respective ly."
He joined Columbia's Jo urnalism
Department in 1996.
A life-long com ic book fan,
Strazewski started writing comics to help
his friend Brian Augustyn produce a
comic for a fund-raising event. Augustyn
landed a job at Now Comics and later
DC Com ics. He recruited Strazewski as a
writer at both companies.
" I' m too o ld and unhip for comics,"
Strazewski said. " I' m too old and arrogant to call a 22- or 23-year-old editor
and pitch my ideas."
"Working with [Strazewski o n
Prime] was a lot of fu n," Breyfogle

Columbia Journalism instructor
Strazewski poses with his 'Prime'
comic books. Universal Studios and
Marvel will soon bring Strazewski's
Prime character to the big screen.
said . " ( always thought it would be a hit
movie because the who le concept res:
onates on a lot of different leve ls. [The
film 's success] depends on how the
comedic elements are handl ed."
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ALL NEW INSTALLMENT OF uTHE CHANUKAH SONG"
Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Bu ild ing)
and pick up a compl i menta ~r",~, to attend a
special showing of 1i!Iht~
on Tuesday, November 26 th at the AMC River East 21 .
This ~Im is rated . . PG-13 .. for frequen t crude e nd sexual humor, drinking a nd brief drug references.
Passes are available while supplies lost on a firs t-come, fi rst-served basis. One pass per person.
No purchase necessary. A photo 10 will be necessary to receive a pass. Employees of all promotional partners,
their agencies, and those who have received a pass within the last 90 days are nol eligible.

IN THEATERS WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 21TH!
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Crossword
ACROSS
t Latvian
5 _ of Galilee
8 Warnings,

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS America's #1
Student Travel Tour Operator Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com

14 Sea green
15 NVCarena
16 Make shoe
repairs
17 Sound 01rippling

"""ACT NOWI Guarantee the best spring break prices l South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco , Florida &Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps Needed,EARN$$$.
Group piscounts for 6+
1-888-THINK SUN (1888-844-6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakd iscounts.com

water
18 Simian
19
20
21
23
24

Zodiac sign
Kitchen fixture
Brought to mind
Writer Bagnold
Large African

antelopes
25 Religious grp.
27 Low
28 Jacket part

MOVIE EXTRA/MODELS NEEDED Earn up to

33 Marriage partner

$150-$450/Day! No ExperienceNecessary!! Call Now For
Immediate exposure 1-800-814-0277 x 1026• .

35 Artful paper·
folding
37 Oenver pro

40 Persian Gult
island

Sunny, 3 bedroom Apartment. Close to the CIA Safe
Neighborhood $1100/Month 773-370-4209

41 Commuter llight
43
44
45
47
51
53
54

Fibula or tibls
Vagrants
Actor Kilmer
Epic lales
Of the Vatican
Lug along
Achieved a
narrow victory
59 lawman Dillon
60 King Arthur's

paradise
61 inc. in Liverpool
62 Landed
63 Make shoe
repairs

64 Tour segment
65 Riviera city

66 light meals
67 Raw mineral
68 Time period

1
2
3
4

DOWN
Ran out
Horselike
Hit the hay
Speak with

condescension
5 Kiss loudly

6 Give one's
support to
7 Order of

business

8 Giant with 100

9

~nglook

10 Lamenter's
words
11 Tim of 'WKRP in
Cincinnati12 Ust of options

22
13
26
28
29
30

31
32
34
36
37
38
39
42
43

Self-defense
Inadvertent error
system
Aluminum
silicates
Detroit team
Quite a few
Singer Tillis
Rhea's relative
Designer
Claiborne
Crafty critter
Greek letter
_ humbug!
Spanish river
Globe
Reitman or
Lendl
Demolition
expert

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential Local
Positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 260
. jO·

Solutions

~~

HIT

~lmm~lm~Bii

Free Business Seminar. Partake in makeovers, test product,
hear about business opportunities. Contact Joelle at
773-505-3116 or joellegeiger@attbi.com
Attention College Students Need money for college, or for
christmas, or to pay those huge credit card bills then listen to
what these people are so excited about 866-556-4498 Code A2

www.4coUegeworkcom
46 Very handsome
young man
48 Net minder
49 New York
prison
50 Hunting dog
51 Window parts

52 Rod< shelf
54 Violent conflicts
55 Baking box
56 ESA's partner
on the ISS
57 Voting group
58 Part of an egg

.(

PLACE A CLASSIFIED
AD TODAY! ONLY 25
CENTS PER WORD WITH
A $5 MINIMUM. CALL
312-344-7432 F()R
MORE INFORMATION.

Vector Corporation has mam.l local customer
sales/service positions to fill ASAPI

$14.00 bue-appt.
Conditions exist. No telemarketing. Scholarship/internship opportunities. Must be 18". We train. Flexible S-40
hours around work/school Days, evenings, or ·wee~ndsI.

Visit our website or can ASAP:
Chicago North Side 113.866.1608
Liricoln Park 312.642.0422
Napervi1le 630,Sg8DS12
Northbrook 841S0900S8
Oakbrook 6305143611
Orland Park 1015.460.8090
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Someone understands
what I'm all about ...UPS!
They knew what I wanted: great pay, benefits and a schedule that fits my plans.
Plus, UPS makes it easier for people like me to pay for college !

Get as much as
$23,000* in College
Financial Assistance!

\

~ ""

~rn&
Learn
St~J~~1 Fi~.~"./

........ ilfllUP.....'"

PACKAGE HANDLERS
Steady, Part-Time Jobs ' Great Pay
Weekends &. Holidays Off • Weekly Paychecks
Consistent Work Schedule ' Paid Vacations
Excellent Benefits (Medical/Life &. 401 K)

HODGKINS

ADDISON

(I-55 &. '·294 • South Suburbs)

(Army Trail &. lombard Rds.l

Ph : 1· 888-4UPS·JOB
Access Code: 4417

Ph: 630-628-3737

NORTHBROOK
(Shermer &. Willow Rds.)
Ph : 847-480-6788

~~EIVED
NOV 26 2002

DOWNTOWN CHICAGO
(1 4 00 S. Jefferson SI. • loop)
Ph: 312-997-3749

P'Cl'j'Jti~iij£~~1R~.R

To inquire about part·time
please call our facil ities dir~c~

1·888·4UPS·JOB· Access Code: 4417
www.upsjobs.com/chicago
*Program guidelines apply.

Equal Opportunity Employer

. Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Eam $1 ,000·$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so get with the program ! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser
at
(888)
923-3238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

UndergroYo~sdMif~n~~sement l:
Mon. - Thurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3

this week's speciaL:
Fried Chicken
Mashed potatoes & gravy, vegetable

$4.00

Soups:
Monday - Cream of Potato, Tuesday - Chick~n Gumbo,
Wednesday - Cream of Mushroom

We Will Close

at 3:00 pm

on Wednesday, November 27
Happy Thanksgiving!

.~
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Mother refuses to settle while
Northwestern builds own case
High school basketball
game defines blowout
The sportsmanship of a Detroit girls high
school basketball team is being questioned
by its opponent from a Nov. . 21 game.
Walkerville beat Lakeshore 115-2 in the
playoff game.
Some of the faculty at
Lakshore has been complaining about the
lack of sportsmanship showed by the
Walkerville state-ranked team accusing
them of runn ing up the score.

Bartender convicted of
punching Wells
A New York bartender was convicted of
punching Yankees pitcher David Wells.
causing him to lose some teeth in a fight on
Sept. 7. The bartender. Rocco Graziosa. will
be sentenced on Jan. 15 and faces up to
one year in jail. He was freed on $1.500 bail
and ordered to stay away from Wells. A jury
in Manhattan Criminal Court deliberated the
case in less than three hours.

NFL group to help minority coaching candidates
The NFL Players Association Executive
Director Gene Upshaw has formed a group
of six players to help promote minorities for
head coaching and key front office positions
around the league. The group consists of
Rams running back Marshall Fau lk.
Buccaneers linebacker Derrick Brooks ,
Lions defensive end Robert Porche. Eagles
cornerback Troy Vincent. Chiefs running
back Tony Richardson and Chargers cornerback Ryan McNeil. The group will give
Upshaw its opinions and he will relay that
information to the league and Commissioner
Paul Tag liabue to help get more minorities in
big positions. The league currently has two
African-American coaches. Tony Dungy of
the Colts and Herman Edwards of the Jets.

MLB partners with fastpitch to attract more fans
In order to attract more women and families to the game. Major League Baseball has
partnered up with National Pro Fastpitch.
formerly called the Women's Pro Softball
League . Beginning next summer, there will
be exhibition games , clinics and interactive
activities in 12-14 cities around the country.
The two leagues have said they hope to
have eight softball teams set up for the 2004
season. According to an ESPN-Chilton poll .
there has been an 11 percent increase in
baseball's female fan base since 1996.
Softball players will attend MLB events like
the All-Star game. and the MLB wi ll sponsor
and support the league.

o

University, supplement companies won't claim responsibility for death

By Emily Badger

Daily Northwestern
(U-WIRE) EVANSTON. I11.-Shoved· into a tattered
accordion folder. the lawsuit sits on an endless bookslielf in
a Chicago courthouse, 2,000 pages long and growing by the
month. The file is split at the edges; the pages-all those
"whereases" and "wherefores"-spi ll out the sides.
Inside is more than a year's worth of legal quarreling in
which lawyers across the country have tried to fi gure out
what happened at a football pract ice on a late summer day in
Evanston, III. On Aug. 3, 200 I, Rashidi Wheeler, a 22-yearold safety on the Northwestern football team, collapsed during condit ioning and died short ly after. By the end of the
month, his mother had filed a wrongful-death lawsuit against
the university.
Since then, the suit has become a tal)gle of accusations.
Wheeler's mother, Linda Will, is blaming NU and eight individuals for her son's death. The university is blaming five
dietary-supplement companies. And, at least one of those
companies is blam ing Wheeler himself.
For now, the case may hinge on one question: Who has the
more persuasive medical expert? On that front, NU's strategy of questioning the official cause of Wheeler's deathbronchial asthma, the medical examiner sai d; banned supplements, NU alleges-may run into a few roadblocks.
The first round of deposit ions starts later this month, with
Will's Los Angeles lawyer Johnnie Cochran flying in to join
the proceedings. The suit could go to trial late next year, said Former Northwestern safety Rashidi Wheeler collapsed .
Randal Schwartz, another of Will's attorneys.
during a voluntary workout on Aug. 3, 2001 .
If the case ever gets that far, it wi ll buck an overwhelming
stat istic that says that more than 95 percent of civi l suits set- last year that results from the drill were kept and "subsetle before they reach a courtroom.
quently reported to the football coaching staft" He said the
The mere fact that the suit is sti ll alive today surprises team would forfeit six practices during the 2001 season.
some.
.
The university, along with the individuals named in the
" In more traditional (cases of) large institutions vs. little lawsuit and their lawyers, cannot comment on the suit, said
fami lies-David-and-Goliath-type stories-these things Alan Cubbage, vice president for university relations.
usually just go away a lot faster," said Clarke Caywood, an
Wheeler, who had a history of asthma, was about halfway
assoc iate professor at NU who teaches crisis communication. through the drill when he dropped to his hands and knees,
"'So that makes me somewhat confident thilt there's more of according to the Evanston Police Department's report. A
teammate helped him off the field, and Wheeler said he was
a story to be told here."
Meanwhile, Wi ll is preparing to fly to Chicago from her in pain and "wanted to stop breathing," the report said.
horne in Ontario, Calif., for a Nov. 26 deposition.
Tory Aggeler, NU 's strength and conditioning coach,
handed Wheeler a bag to breath into, believing he was
hyperventilating. His breathing appeared to slow down, but
he short ly became unresponsive, the report said.
.
Aggeler tried to call 911 from an emergency phone on the
field, but it was broken. He used a cell phone instead, then
performed CPR on Wheeler. Paramedics arrived after four
minutes; 12 minutes later, an ambulance sped to Evanston
Hospital, where Wheeler was pronounced dead.
The Cook County Medical Examiner's Office concluded
that Wheeler died of exercise- induced bronchial asthma. An
autopsy also uncovered in Wheeler's system traces of
ephedrine, the substance found in over-the-counter supplements like Xenadrine and Ultimate Orange, both banned by
the NCAA.
- Linda Will,
In the police report, AggeJer said he had been told-it's
unclear when--that Wheeler and several other players were
Mother of Rashidi Wheeler
taking Ultimate Orange and Xenadrine.
The medical examiner didn't label ephedrine a contribut- .
ing factor to Wheeler's death. But NU has disputed this
The grieving mother has found her only comfort in wag- from its first filings in the suit, inst~ad suggesting that suping a very public war against what she sees as the abusive- plements played a greater role.
ness of college footbal l. She sti ll launches broadsides against
In April, NU pulled into the lawsuit five compan ies assoNU I-lead Coach Randy Wa lker, whom she calls a "little ciated with the production and di stribution of Xenadrine and
I Iitler," and ass istant Jerry Brown. Neither was present the Ult imate Orange, including GNC and New Jersey-based
day Wheeler died, but Wi ll is blunt about the lawsuit's inten- Cytodync Technologies. Should it be held financially liable
tions.
for Wheeler's death, the un iversity is asking that these com'" will not make any settlement whatsoever," she said. " I panies pay up as well.
will fight to the bitter end, until Walker and Brown are fired."
if successful , NU's legal strategy wou ld lift some of the
If the suit does go to trial, a jury will have to wrest le with liabi lity. But in the meantime, it threatens to steer the case in
one question IOfig be fore the expert witnesses take the stand an uncomfortable direction. By shifting the focus to supplewith the ir blood-sample analysis and academic articles.
ment use, NU is inviting public scrutiny into a hot-button
" Ilow arc you go ing to dea l with the question that you issue that otherwise would not have fi gured into the suit.
havc a 22-year-old kid who shou ldn't be dead?" said Monica
"Because they have (raised the issue of supplements),
McFadden, a Chicago lawyer who specializes in personal those have to be questions that we ask," said Schwartz,
injury and civ il rights cases. "Therc's this instant leeling that Will's attorney. "Questions like, 'What did Northwestern's
something was wrong, 22-year-olds just don't die."
coaching staff know about athletes taking substances?'"
Before he collapsed, Wheeler was partic ipating in a conThe university also has placed itself in the middle of two
ditioning drill that consisted of running 28 progress ively different parties, both trying to prove the same thing: That
shorter sprints. There is some dispute about the nature of the supplements did not kill Wheeler.
lakelront wO"rkout.
Wheeler's mother and Cytodyne have little in common.
In its response to the lawsuit, NU denies that the pl1lctice in fact, Cytodyne is accusing Wheeler of being irresponsi ~
was mandatory and that the team kept records of who passed ble with its product. But the influx of more lawyers and
and fa il cd the drill- both violations of NCAA offseason medical experts- all batt ling NU-c.o uld work to Will 's
workout rules.
But at the same tim<.." -and in an apparent contmdiction-See Northwestern, page 23
University Prcsident I (enry Bienen announced on Oct. 9 of

"I will not make any
settlement whatsoever.
1 will fight to the bitter
end, until Walker and
Brown are fired."
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Magical start for Mavs
o

Shaq-Iess Lakers find themselves at bottom of Pacific Division

By Rudolph Sanchez
Contributing Writer
The beginning of the NBA season has begged a few inter·
esting questions and answers. Arc the Mavericks this good?
And, are the Lakers this bad?
The Dallas Mavericks have exploded out the gates to start
this season. And they are doing it with their defense. Scoring
has not been a problem for Dallas the last couple of years.
With players like Michael Finley, Steve Nash, and Dirk

Nowitzki it is easy to see why.
At press time the Mavericks were ranked fifth in scoring
defense (87.5 points per grune), second in rebounds (45.7)
fifth in steals (9.2), according to Nba.com. In a victory over
the Lakers this season the Mavericks held the Lakers to just
31 percent shooting. Dallas has made efforts to pick up their
defense to propel them to the top of the Midwest Conference.
"Guys aren't playing with their hands down by their sides,"
said guard Avery Johnson. "Guys are playing physical, and
we're giving hard fouls."
Last year they allowed a league-worst 101 points a game
whi le leading the league in scoring.
Dallas based all their wins on the premise: we will just win
by scoring more points. They found some success with this
but come playoff time last season the Sacramento Kings

exposed the fullibility of such a game plan. They scored at
will and tossed the Mavs out of the playoffs in the second
round.
The new Dallas defensive surge can be attributed to two
things. First, assistant coach Del Harris installed a new zone

defense. And second the improved play of Shawn Bradley.
Bradley spent much of last season on the bench because of
foul problems. This year it 's a different story. He is averaging
over eight rebounds a game and many more minutes with better defense.
"He's pretty much the difference for being so successful
right now," said Dirk Nowitzki . "He's been dominating in the
middle. Ifhe continues to play like that, I think we'll be a factor in the playoffs."
Can Bradley and the zone defense last an entire season?
The zone defense is not very popular with NBA coaches.
With the vast number of good perimeter shooters and guards
that can break down the zone can the Mavs keep this up?
If they can. the Mavericks will definitely make it past the
second round.

f1JJ PhotollM Otero

Adam Harington (Left) and Dirk Nowitzkl celebrate after
beating the L.A. Lakers last week.
The Los Angeles Lakers have struggled this season without Shaquille O ' Neal. Shaq's injury shows why he is the most
valuable player in the league, and how much of the Lakers'
success is dependent on him.
It has also become obvious that Kobe Bryant can't carry
the team. He has tried to carry the load scoring 40 plus points.
He has also tried to bring other players into the game by trying to find the open man and pass it. Neither has been met
with much success.
Coach Phil Jackson's strategies have been called into question as well. Does Jackson need great players to be successful ? This quest ion was asked when Jackson was in Chicago
and had the luxury of Michael Jordan. And here it is again.
When Shaq returns the Lakers will be back and their season
will rest on Shaq's big toe.

Northwestern
Continued from Page 22
advantage.
"You have sort of added in more people to beat upon you,"
McFadden, the Chicago lawyer, said of NU . "On the other
hand, you've given the jury an alternative."
That alternative may not carry much weight in a courtroom dispute between medical experts. The Cook County
Medical Examiner's Office, one of the most respected in the
country, is a tough target, McFadden said.
"They don 't have any bone to pick here," she said.
"They're not the Will family, they're not Northwestemthey're calling it as they see it. They're sitting in the medical
examiner's office going, ' Why would we have incentive not
to give you the truth?'"
The tenor of the suit may have been detennined before it
was filed, when the Rev. Jesse Jackson Sr. tumed to the cameras after Wheeler's memorial service at Alice Millar

Chapel.
" He's still a safety," Jackson said, referring to Wheeler 's
position on the field. " He 's going to save thousands of young
athletes,"
Days later, Jackson gave an impassioned, impromptu
press conference in the courtyard of the Rebecca Crowne
Center. And he invited the Chicago media down to his South
Side RainbowlPUSH Coalition headquarters to fonnal1y
announce the pending lawsuit.
"Rev. Jackson's invo lvement early on turned the public's
eye and the case in a direction that was, frankly, not productive for the public's understanding of it," sa id Caywood, an
NU associate professor. " He took it in another direction and
made it a cause rather than an issue that this fami ly faces as

a tragedy."
Jackson quickly receded from the scene to champion other
causes. But the arrival of Cochran for all of the major depositions could thrust the case back into the national spot li ght.
Will is happy to have the attention, even if it means her
son gets lost in the greater cry of every st udent athlete.
But that may not be in the best interests of NU or any of
the individuals named in the suit: Walker, Brown, Agge ler,
Director of Athletics Rick Taylor, Director of Strength and
Conditioning Larry Lilja, Ass istant Strength and
Conditioning coach Tom C hristian, Coordinator of Football
Operations Justin Chabot and intem-trainer Michael Rose.
Aggeler, Christian and Rose are no longer at NU.
Any resolution, whether it's dealt w ith by ajury two years
from now or sealed in a settlement next month, would fa ll
short of a victory for either s ide.
''There is no highly desirab le outcome, because the first

outcome was tragic," Caywood said. ' I don't know who
wins and loses. 'Winning' and ' losing' suggests someth ing
about the process that isn't exactly true ."
The case could take yet another tum if NU fails to link
Wheeler 's death to supplements. The university would have
to refocus its strategy and defend against Will's original contention ; that NU had a duty to ensure Wheeler's safety, and
that it acted negligently in carrying out that duty.
"Except in very extreme circumstances- the assassination of the president- mostly these things recede into memory, and peop le move on with their lives," Caywood said.
"It's unlikely to be a pennanent black eye against the university."
In the past year, Will has found a new group of friends in
the last place she thought she'd look-the cemetery. She and
other parents talk about the ir sleep less nights and their eternal grief.
"We know we're never going to be happy, and the only
th ing we can look forward to is learning a new coping mechanism," said Will, who last month received Wheeler's honorary NU degree in the mail. "To know that in your lifetime
you're never go ing to be able to obtain happiness, that type
of reality is what's so bad."
The lawsuit helps Will channel her grief. Every day she
tries to do one th ing that honors her son's memory or furthers
his cause-even if that means fl y ing cross-country to give a
deposition.
Mostly, she thinks about how things were supposed to be.
"You think they might party too much, you worry about
grades, you even worry about are the teachers good, are they
really interested in teaching?" she said with a sad laugh. " I
was worried about everything other than what I should have
been worried about."
If she could, Will said, she wou ld throw each of the men
she views as responsible for her son's death in jail. But that
isn't an option .
So she pursues the only ones avai lable to her- fighting
her grief with some friend s from the cemetery and a bu lky
lawsuit on a she lf in C hi cago.
"Not that anything that happens in th is lawsuit is going to
change her life in a meaningful way, because she can never
have her son back," Schwartz sa id. " But the quicker that you
can get to the po int where it's over, no matter what the outcome, the next day everybody invo lved can start the healing
process."

If you've been curing Saturday moming
hangovers by flipping through college
football games all day, like myse lf, then
you ' ve probably witnessed some pretty
amazing things over the past coup le of
weeks. Perhaps the most amazing of all
have been the fanatical on-fie ld celebrations.
Nov. 16, vis iting Iowa fans drunk on joy,
and/or Coors Light, tore down Minnesota's
goal posts in the Metrodome . A week earlier, UConn fans waited for hours after the
pepper spray had dispersed and the campus
police, State Troopers and K-9s had gone
home to uproot a goal post in Memorial
Stad ium after the Huskies beat Kent State
in their last game in the stad ium . Then
they used it battering-ram style to loot a
concession stand. Ah, tradit ion ..
Toppling and dismembering goal posts is
nothing new. It's as old as ancient Greeksystems. Tearing them down when the
team wins. When it loses. Parading the trophy through plastic beer cup strewn streets
of sleepy college towns . Upri ghts finding
homes in proud frat house living rooms.
Erected like shrines in the yards of administrators or at the feet of bronzed schoo l
founders.
In a story 1 recently read on U-Wire,
New Mexico State University officials
have said they don't have a problem with
the periodic destruction of their goal
posts-which as far as I could find cost
around $3,000-- as long as people don ' t
get hurt. And though it's unfortunate that
injuries aren't uncommon in these celebrations, it's a necessary risk, and one I'd definitely be willing to take just to be
involved in it all.
Since Columbia students miss out on
this college rite, I asked a few at hand
what they would do with a goal post if
they got one out the front gates. Dustin
Klass, the real sports editor of the
Chronicle, would set his up in his living
room after plastering it with 4ger logos.
He 'd then boot ball s out of his 32nd floor
window to the city below, honing his skills
until he gets the call from Mariucci to
replace Jose Cortez.
The lo vely Jona Whipple would paint
her goal post bright pink, then sling her
delicates over the c rossbar to dry after they
come out of the wash ing machine . Latham
Zearfoss also envisions the practical uses a
goal post might offer. He said he'd put his
in his kitchen and convert it into a pot
rack, whi le growing ivy up it to make it
look " rea l pretty." Nathan Wright IV said
he would mount them atop his TV to
improve reception and try to pick up sitcoms from Neptune. Ryann Za lewski,
who's too busy trying to stop a war, said
she wouldn't tear one down in the first
place .
Kri sten Menke had, perhaps, more traditional plans for her goal post. A Columbus,
Ohio, native, she sa id she would mount
hers in the front yard of ex-OSU coach
John Cooper. John Grkovic would first put
his in the back seat of his Jeep and drive it
around town for show with the Varsity
B lues soundt rack turned all the way up.
Then he'd set it up in hi s old hi gh school
football coach's front yard and invite his
old teammates to join him in kicking balls
through the coach's windows. before
bringing it home, cutting it up and bui lding
a tepee .
As for me, I'd probably just put it on my
apartment roof, fash ion a huge s lingshot
out of it, and shoot myse lf to school everyday. And they say Metra is the only way to

fl y.
This week s On the Baseline is dedicated
in loving memory 10 Luke Hulick.
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Puzzling stats explained!
o

From slugging percentages to QB ratings-the formulas behind the ran kings

Want to be • statistician? Try calculating Curry's turnovers per game, the Blackhawks offensive and defensive "DIP' stats, Miller's quarle!back rating or Sosa's

By Dustin Klass
Sports Editor
When you are thumbing through a
sports section, morc than like ly you
know what ''TD'' means in football or
"HR" in baseball. The n there is the universal " A" used for assists in baseball,
basketball and hockey.
Bu t have you ever wondered what a
sluggi ng percentage is and how it is calcu lated ? What about the plus/mi nus rating in hockey? It may not be a compli cated thing, but some fa ns un derstandably do not know what it means. Did
you know that a catcher ca n have an
earned run average?
In my very li mited free lime. I
researched some of the "complicated"
or "confusing" slats and fac ts in each
major sport and broke them down.

Football
The quarterback passer rating is
something that you probably hear mentioned in every football game, and it
requires a fairly confusin g fo rmul a.
There are fo ur steps to ca lculating a
passer rating and hope full y you' re good
at math . After researchin g espn.com,
nfl .com and coachbox.com, here is what
I came up with:
Step I : Di vide th e completed passes

by pass attempts.
Step 2: Detennine the average yards
gained per attempt.
Ste p 3: Calcul ate the touchdown
passes by pass attempts.
Step 4: Finally, find the number of
interceptions per attempt.
Now, the last part of calculating the
passer rating is to take the sum of steps
one through fo ur and divide it by six
and multiply by 100. Then you have
your passer rating. Th at job of becoming an NFL stati stician is not looking so
attrac tive now, is it? None of the Bears
qu arterbacks have ranked too high in
th is category. May be that's why they' re
hav ing a horribl e seaso n-ah. just
bl ame it on the inj uries.
Then there is the net punting average,
wh ich many fans probably have never
heard of. A net puntin g average is the
total punti ng yards minu s the return
yards. Then subtract 20 yard s for every
touchback allowed and di vide the sum
by the tota l punts.

Basketball
Basketball has a few odd stati stics
broken dow n in to a number of categories. To start , there are the "own" categories. Teams have their own assists,
own steal s, ow n bloc ks and own
turnovers.
Ju st re member th at the
"own" categories represent team stati stics.

If you were to calculate those same
for your opponents stats that would go
under "OPP" categories.
"DIP ' is another category that might
ponder your mind. "DIP ' stands for the
turnovers per game. They are listed in a
plus/mi nus fo nn . For example, if Eddy
Curry turned the ball over four times,
but had eight steal s, he would have a +4
in the "DIF" category.

Baseball
Baseball has some weird categories
that you may not have heard of.
However, it is necessary to discuss the
well -draw n out slugg ing perce ntage.
Slugging perce ntages are quite simple
to calcul ate. In order to calculate them,
just divide a player 's total bases by at
bats.
The solution for on base percentage
is: hits, plus wa lks, plus hit by pitches,
divided by at bats, plus walks, plus hit
by pitches, plus sacrifi ce flies. Got all
that?
Catcher 's can have earned run averages-although it 's more of an indirect
earned run average. All it is the team's
earned run average with a specifi c cater
on the field. Sure you don't read about
CERAs very often, but they do ex ist.
Baseball also has a zone rati ng. ZR is
the amount of balls fi elded by a player
divided by the attempts in hi s defensive
zone.

Along with the typical batting average, hitters also have a secondary average. ThebasebaUpage.com defines SA
as the following, " [Measuring] a batter 's effectiveness beyond the single
base hit. It takes his total bases on long
hits and walks and puts them in context."

Hockey
The plus/minus rating is not all that
complicated, but is something that fans
do not always hear about. When a player is on the ice and hi s or her team
scores a goal, they get a + I . But if they
are on the ice when their opponent
scores a goal, they are given a - 1.
Sometimes players have no control
whether they get a plus or minus, but
think of it as tough luck. Although
goalies often control whether a pl ayer
gets a plus or a minus, the rating does
not apply to them.
Hockey has its own version of the
"DIP' stat. However, unlike basketball
it stands for the difference between the
average of goals scored and shots subtracted by the average of goals allowed
and shots allowed.
That is a look at some of the lesserknown stati stics. Hopefu lly, thi s provided you with a belter understanding of
what certai n statistical categories mean
and how they are calculated .

